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The world is in the grip of COVID-19 when I’m given 
the assignment to profile the wonder woman and 
unsung hero of Canadian kidlit I’m honoured to call 
my friend, Elly Barlin-Daniels, for this newsletter. 
The afternoon I conduct the second of my two 
(outdoor, socially distanced) interviews with Elly is 
sure to be one of my standout memories of this time. 
Elly is the quintessential hostess, and even though 
I’m technically working, I feel as though I’m being 
pampered at a beautiful guest house in her stunning, 
modern backyard—plied with delicious home-baked 
goodies (like many of us, Elly has gotten into COVID 
baking big-time) and lounging on plush outdoor 
furniture…  

Elly’s innate graciousness and her ability to put 
everyone she speaks with at ease are only a couple of 
the qualities that have made her one of Canada’s 
leading publicists and arts patrons. But because she’s 
so modest about her own accomplishments—“I don’t 
like to promote myself,” she admits, “I’m much better 
at helping other people”—you may not be aware of all 
she’s done quietly behind the scenes to promote the 
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arts in Canada, with a special focus on Canadian 
children’s entertainment. I’m happy to be the one to 
set things straight and let you know all about this 
very special woman and unsung hero of the Canadian 
arts and kidlit scene.  

Early Life and Promotion  
Let’s start at the beginning. Elly was the youngest of 
four children born in Indianapolis, Indiana to 
pharmacist Hyeman (‘Scotty’) and his wife Zelda. “My 
parents were older by the time I came along, and I 
was left to my own devices much of the time,” she 
recalls. “I wasn’t read to or told stories. I think maybe 
that’s what propelled me to eventually become 
involved in the world of children’s entertainment.” 

Elly doesn’t remember there being many children’s 
books in her home in Toronto, where she lived from 
ages one to twelve, but she has clear memories of 
discovering a copy of Green Eggs and Ham and reading 
it over and over again. She also remembers hanging 
out at the Bookmobile whenever it came to her 
neighbourhood, and playing Library instead of House 
with her friends, putting “date due” stickers on books 
her friends would take out and stamping them. 
[Definitely one of us, right?]  

As an older child and teen (then in Winnipeg), Elly 
remembers being given books her older sisters 
enjoyed, particularly those read avidly by her sister 
Arlene, with whom she was particularly close, and 
who died tragically of cancer in 2018. Arlene enjoyed 
works of fantasy such as Pierre Berton’s The Secret 
World of Og and Frank L. Baum’s Oz books.  

“Arlene remained a lover of all things fantasy 
throughout her life—she was a huge Game of Thrones 
fan,” Elly tells me, “and while I enjoyed many of the 
books she gave me, I preferred other kinds of stories. 
Isn’t it interesting,” she adds, “that our taste pretty 
much remains the same from the time we’re 
children?” 

Fast forward to her university years, when Elly 
earned degrees in communications and child 

psychology. As part of her communications program, 
she worked as a producer and on-air host at 
Winnipeg’s CKY-TV (a CTV affiliate), and as a 
publicist and producer at CKND-TV (a Global 
affiliate). 

After moving back to Toronto, she worked at CBC 
Enterprises in the orchestral recordings department. 
From there she moved to First Choice Canadian 
Communications Corporation (The Movie Network), 
where she was responsible for artist, corporate and 
board public relations and publicity. Then she moved 
to CTV as the National Publicist for Entertainment 
Programming, launching Murphy Brown and Roseanne 
in Canada, before moving over to the national news 
department, working with Lloyd Robertson, Sandie 
Rinaldo and Pamela Wallin, among others.  

Next, it was on to Roy Thomson Hall and Massey 
Hall, where Elly publicized and got to meet and work 
with such great musicians as Ella Fitzgerald, Marvin 
Hamlisch and Liza Minelli, to name just a few. As 
part of that dawn-to-midnight job, Elly, who missed 
working in the children’s arena, was able to promote 
a music series featuring children’s musical artists at 
Roy Thomson Hall, and volunteered at the Children’s 
Broadcast Institute, chairing their annual gala.  

Stage Too 
No longer feeling particularly fulfilled doing 
publicity, Elly decided to pause for a bit. By this time 
she had met her husband Peter Daniels, and decided 
to immerse herself in volunteer work while caring for 
older, infirm parents. She also focused on her two 
children, Olivia, an NYU theatre graduate now 
working as an actress, director and producer, and 
Lily, now a student at Johns Hopkins University, who 
is also a singer-songwriter. 

Once the girls were a little older, Elly, a longtime 
theatre and dance lover and former dancer, decided 
to become a theatrical producer. She worked with 
many Toronto non-profit theatres, including Theatre 
20, where she was Associate Producer of Stephen 
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Sondheim’s Company, directed by Gary Griffin and 
starring Brent Carver, Louise Pitre and high school 
friend Nia Vardalos.  

Currently, she is President of Barlin-Daniels 
Productions, Inc. and is the lead producer of a 
Broadway-bound musical based on a classic film. She 
is also an investor in numerous other American and 
Canadian theatrical productions, including The 
Inheritance, Matthew Lopez’s contemporary 
rendering of E.M. Forster’s 1910 novel Howards End, 
reset in New York City circa 2016. She 
also serves on the Crow’s Theatre 
board and on the advisory boards of 
the Harold Green Jewish Theatre and 
Chilina Kennedy’s Eclipse Theatre. 

In addition, Elly remains actively 
involved in the careers of multiple 
Juno Award-winning children’s 
entertainers Jack Grunsky, and 
Martha Johnson, with whom Elly 
conceived a project adapting beloved 
Canadian children’s books into songs.  

On top of all that, Elly is a major philanthropist 
and advisor to a variety of other organizations, 
driven by a strong desire to serve and give back to her 
community, particularly in areas that have touched 
her personally. Her father suffered from Parkinson’s 
Disease, leading to her involvement with the Michael 
J. Fox Foundation, and her mother’s Alzheimer’s 
diagnosis and sisters’ cancer diagnoses led her to 
become involved with the Baycrest Centre for 
Geriatric Care as well as the Panov Program, a project 
based out of Mount Sinai Hospital that creates 
personalized chemotherapy, greatly improving a 
cancer patient’s odds of survival.  

Elly isn’t just interested in writing cheques. As 
often as possible, she uses her considerable talents in 
the service of causes close to her heart. To that end, 
she has sat on committees and chaired major events 
for organizations like the National Ballet of Canada, 
the Toronto Public Library, the Royal Conservatory of 
Music, the Koffler Centre for the Arts, The Canadian 

Human Rights Museum (where she’s currently 
working on creating a Children’s Human Rights 
Award), and many other institutions.  

Time for Canadian KidLit 
I’ve talked about Elly’s involvement in the arts and 
health sectors and touched on some of the work she’s 
done in the world of children’s entertainment. Now I 
finally arrive at all the amazing work Elly has done 
and is still doing in the Canadian kidlit community.  

     Working closely with children’s 
musician Jack Grunsky, Elly became 
part of the Mariposa in the Schools 
Program and Prologue Performing 
Arts. With this commitment and her 
longtime love of children’s books, it 
was a natural evolution for her to 
become involved with the Canadian 
kidlit community. Unbeknownst to 
many, Elly has sponsored the Claire 

Mackay Memorial Lecture at 
CANSCAIP’s Packaging Your Imagination conference 
for several years now. She has also served on the 
boards of World Literacy Canada, and the Canadian 
Children’s Book Centre. 

It was Elly who nudged the kidlit community into 
the twenty-first century. An early adopter of social 
media and an experienced publicist who knows the 
value of keeping up with the various platforms, Elly 
recalls being met with skepticism when she created a 
Facebook page for the Canadian Children’s Book 
Centre at the time when social media was just 
starting to go mainstream. When we meet for our 
second interview, she tells me she’s been immersed in 
behind-the-scenes work for the I Read Canadian 
initiative, the brainchild of superstar Canadian kidlit 
author Eric Walters that aims to increase visibility of 
Canadian children’s books in bookstores and schools 
across the country.  

Elly has been the prime mover behind the 
initiative’s social media campaign across all 
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platforms from the beginning. She not only 
maintains the social media accounts for I Read 
Canadian on numerous platforms and posts 
frequently, she also live-posts literary events such as 
the Canadian Children’s Book Awards on the 
platform’s various accounts.  

[About now, you’re wondering 
where on earth she finds the time to 
do all she does, right? The answer is 
in her Twitter bio—Elly is a self-
confessed night owl!] 

The Real Work(s) 
Thanks to her work in the 
entertainment world and on other 
boards, Elly has been able to get 
Canadian children’s books into the 
hands of celebrities such as Eugene 
Levy, creating amazing photos and 
posts for I Read Canadian. Her aim 
was to go viral for a second year in a 
row. “There’s so much potential for it 
to really explode,” she says. “Everyone 
remembers their favourite children’s 
books. And especially in this time of 
COVID, people want books of 
consolation and hope. Children’s 
books give that to people. For me, 
reading a children’s book is like 
meditation.”  

Indeed, as an adult, Elly is an avid 
collector of children’s books. She 
counts among her treasures art 
purchased at CCBC art auctions she sponsored, and 
works by Canadian children’s writers and illustrators 
she’s met through her roles in the community. “It 
gives me great comfort to surround myself with my 
favourite children’s books” she says. “I reread them 
often, but I also like to share them in the Little Free 
Library I received as a Mother’s Day present a few 
years ago.”  

[I tell her I can relate to rereading my favourite 
kids’ books and that I keep a pile of my own 
favourites in my living room. I’m guessing many 
readers of this newsletter do as well!] 

     Elly hopes to publish a children’s book or two of 
her own one day, and is currently collaborating with 

Jack Grunsky to turn a song of his, 
“Siyanibingelela”, about how to say 
hello in languages from around the 
world, into a book. Lately, however, 
she has been channeling most of her 
creative energy into children’s 
television and theatre. She is 
currently pitching a TV series and a 
family musical, both featuring music 
by Jack Grunsky.  

Hard-Won Wisdom 
I wind up our last interview by asking 
Elly what, given her vast experience 
as a publicist, Canadian kidlit 
organizations and authors could do 
better vis-à-vis promoting 
themselves.  
     “I’d love to see Canadian kidlit 
people be bolder,” she says. 
“Promotion seems hard for 
Canadians. We’re afraid to stand up 
and say, ‘I deserve this.’ But you can 
be bold without being arrogant.” 
Again, she says she understands. 
Only recently has she identified 
herself as the administrator on the I 

Read Canadian platforms.  
On a practical level, she has advice for Canadian 

children’s organizations and authors alike. Re: 
organizations, “I’d love to see them get the word out 
about themselves into the larger community. We all 
operate in a bit of a bubble.” She notes that a 
bookstore owner she spoke with recently wasn’t even 
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aware of the existence of The Canadian Children’s 
Book Centre. “We’re preaching to the converted.”  

She also suggests that organizations think beyond 
grants and look for private sponsors—more than one, 
in case funding from one source dries up, as it 
inevitably does. “Foundations are often interested in 
supporting literacy-related causes. If they don’t know 
about the work you do, or that you even exist, you 
may have missed a funding opportunity.” 

To authors, she says, “Think outside the box. 
Maybe you’ve developed expertise in a certain area 
after learning about something for one of your books. 
Who would like to hear about what you’ve learned? 
And when you do any kind of speaking engagement,” 
she adds, “remember to give people something to 
take home with your name on it. They may not buy 
your book this time, but if they remember you and 
your name, they may buy something of yours up the 
road, or talk to other people about you and your 
books.” 

She also recommends carrying a few copies of 
your book with you at all times. “You never know 
when you might run into someone who may be 
willing to help get the word out about it.  If you see a 
well-known person, get the book in their hands and 
take a photo, with their permission, to post on social 
media. There’s huge potential for those photos to be 
shared.” 

Social Media and You 
Elly suggests familiarizing yourself with what social 
media platform is used by your desired readership 
and determining the optimal time to post. Evening 
posts, she says, generally get more attention on 
Twitter, with morning being the time with most 
traffic on Facebook. Twitter skews older than 
Instagram, with Facebook reaching even older 
readers than Twitter. She also suggests familiarizing 
yourself with new trends such as TikTok, just to keep 
in the conversation.  

Still on social media, Elly suggests authors learn 
about metadata, the terms used to describe your 
book. Giving the example of a book about a young 
chef, she advises including terms like ‘foodie,’ 
‘cooking,’ and ‘junior chef ’, which will help buyers 
find your book on search engines. You can also use 
these terms as hashtags on social media.  

Finally, Elly says, authors should follow not only 
everyone in the field but people in related fields. “You 
want to follow not only editors, agents and other 
authors, but also media people, related industry 
influencers, and arts council staffers.”  

She also suggests authors come up with ideas for 
collaboration (“Again, think outside the box”), as she 
is doing with Jack Grunsky.  

I’m so grateful to have had this chance to tell all of 
you about Elly Barlin-Daniels! And I’d like to extend 
to her, on behalf of the Canadian kidlit community, a 
deeply sincere thank you. We won’t soon forget your 
passionate good service, Elly. And we look forward to 
watching and reading your own creations!  

BEV KATZ ROSENBAUM 
the author of several works 
of fiction for young people, 
including Who is 
Tanksy? and the 
upcoming I’m Good and 
Other Lies (DCB/
Cormorant, Fall 
2021), which will be among 
the first young adult novels 
to tackle the effects of 
quarantine on teen mental health. Bev has worked in-
house as an editor for book publishers and magazines 
and has taught writing on the college level. Currently she 
juggles writing children’s books with freelance editing. 
Bev lives in Toronto.  
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Congratulations 
CANSCAIP Members! 
Shortlisted for the 2020-2021  
Red Cedar Book Awards 
• Fiction 
Kelley Armstrong for A Royal Guide to Monster Slaying 
(Puffin Canada) 

Gordon Korman for The Unteachables (Scholastic 
Canada) 

Michelle Kadarusman for Girl of the Southern Sea 
(Pajama Press) 

Tanya Lloyd Kyi for Mya’s Strategy to Save the World 
(Penguin Random House) 

Colleen Nelson for Harvey Comes Home (Pajama Press) 

• Non-Fiction 
Helaine Becker for Megabugs and Other Prehistoric 
Critters That Roamed the Planet (Kids Can Press) 

Elizabeth Macleod and Frieda Wishinsky for How to 
Become an Accidental Genius (Orca Books) 

Shortlisted for the 2020-2021  
Hackmatack Book Awards 
• Fiction 
Tanya Lloyd Kyi for Mya’s Strategy to Save the World 
(Puffin Canada) 

Sylvia McNicoll for Diamond Mistake Mystery: The Great 
Mistake Mysteries (Dundurn Press) 

Angela Misri for Pickles vs. the Zombies (DCB) 

• Non-Fiction 
Elizabeth Macleod for Meet Elsie MacGill (Scholastic) 

Elizabeth Macleod and Frieda Wishinsky for How To 
Become an Accidental Genius (Orca Books) 

Lorna Schultz Nicholson for Amazing Hockey Stories: 
P.K. Subban (Scholastic) 

Kira Vermond for Why Don’t Cars Run On Apple Juice? 
Real Science Questions From Real Kids (Annick Press) 

MEET CONNECT SHARE! 

One of the biggest and best benefits of a 
CANSCAIP membership is our monthly 
meetings, held via Zoom on the second 
Wednesday of each month (except July  
and August).  Meeting time is 7 pm EST.  

CANSCAIP's meetings offer a welcoming, 
inclusive and supportive space, shared  

by our cross-Canada community  
of Members and Friends.   

Previously, only CANSCAIPers  
in the Toronto area were able to attend  

the in-person monthly meetings.  
Now membership meetings via Zoom  

welcome CANSCAIPers from coast to coast,  
with more than 100 of us at every meeting. 

Meetings last about two hours and include 
announcements of new books by Members and 
Friends, updates about CANSCAIP’s activities, 

and a speaker or a panel of speakers each month. 
At the end of the meeting, we can linger  

a little longer in breakout rooms and talk  
to each other in smaller groups.  

Please join us!  
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We are sad to report the passing of Rachna Gilmore 
on February 1, 2021 (1953-2021). A longtime member 
of CANSCAIP, Rachna was a prolific writer of picture 

books, early 
readers, and 
novels for young 
readers. Born in 
India, Rachna 
emigrated from 
New Delhi to 
London as a 
teenager and 
studied biology at 
University of 
London. After 
emigrating to 
Canada in the mid 
1970s, she studied 

education at the University of Prince Edward Island. 
In 1990 Rachna and her family relocated to Ottawa, 
where she continued to build her writing career over 
the next twenty-five years, producing more than 
twenty books.  In 1999, Rachna’s book, A Screaming 
Kind of Day, was awarded the Governor General’s 
Award for Children’s Literature. You can find a profile 
of Rachna [HERE] in the Fall 2011 issue of the NEWS. 

Alice Priestly remembers: In the photo, Rachna and 
I are sitting side by side, smiling into the camera. The 
table in front of us is bright with the flames of a 
multitude of diyas. “We will need lots of them,” 
Rachna had told me when she asked if I would stop by 
Toronto’s Little India to pick up some more of the 
small clay oil lamps to supplement the collection she 
was bringing with her from Ottawa. At Rachna’s 
suggestion, I also bought some spiral jallebies which 

are displayed on the table too, the orange sweets 
arranged on a gold-rimmed plate borrowed from my 
parents’ house. Behind us is a colourful backdrop of 
gorgeous fabrics and saris, and there is an emerald 
green sari draped across our shoulders like a 
beautiful shared shawl. This photo appeared in the 
2006 Canadian Literacy Calendar: IT TAKES TWO - 
Partners in Picture Books (we were the month of 
November). Our featured book was Lights for Gita, 
hence this Divali-themed scene. 

It was more than a decade earlier that Second 
Story Press first contacted me about a picture book 
project. The story was about a girl named Gita whose 
family had recently emigrated from India, and the 
publisher was requesting some initial character 
sketches to show to the author for her approval. The 
response to my pencil drawings of Gita and her 
mother came quickly: Rachna approved! And soon I 
was starting work on illustrations for what would 
turn out to be the first of three Gita books. 

Rachna lived in Ottawa, and I was in Toronto, so 
we didn’t meet right away. But we did speak on the 
phone at that time, and Rachna was very helpful, 
providing me with useful details for the illustrations 
and answering my questions about clothing and 
customs. I still have an envelope that she sent me 
with a selection of photographs of various items from 
her home: some porcelain dolls in colourful attire, an 
embroidered purse, and several beautiful saris and 
other fabrics for colour and pattern references. 

When we finally did meet in person, it was at a 
Lights for Gita book signing event in Toronto. I was 
immediately struck by Rachna’s warmth and easy 
confidence; she greeted everyone with a radiant smile 
and charmed our bookstore audience.  

That first collaboration would eventually lead to a 
lovely friendship. We used to get together for meals 
when Rachna visited Toronto or if I was in Ottawa, 
and we enjoyed many long phone conversations. I 
soon learned that the warmth which had so 
impressed me at our first meeting was heartfelt and 
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genuine. Rachna was devoted to her dear family and 
many friends. 

Some years ago, she invited me to travel with her 
to Prince Edward Island, and I regret that I wasn’t 
able to manage it at the time. PEI was Rachna’s first 
home in Canada, where she met and married her 
husband, Ian, and where her two daughters were 
born. The family left the island for Ottawa in 1990, 
but there was always a part of Rachna that longed for 
its sandy beaches and the rejuvenating ocean air. She 
was walking with her husband on one of those 
beaches when she made the decision to pursue a 
career in writing. 

And clearly that was a good decision. Rachna 
became an acclaimed author with an impressive body 
of work, and was the recipient of numerous awards, 
including the Governor General’s Award for her book 
A Screaming Kind of Day. She was intelligent and 
thoughtful, and she took great pleasure in developing 
her characters and discovering their stories, often 
referring to her work as “plark”—a mixture of play, 
work and a lark. Rachna had a wonderful sense of 
fun, and she knew how to laugh at life’s awkward 
moments.   

But she was also a woman of enormous strength 
and determination, finding a path forward even 
when her world had been turned upside down by 
personal loss or a challenging diagnosis. Towards the 
end of her life, when she was no longer able to type 
due to illness, she still managed to work at her 
writing, dictating her words to friends who typed 
them for her. Rachna was an inspiration in so many 
ways. 

After the photo was taken, we laughed and 
chatted as we extinguished the diyas and carefully 
folded the beautiful saris. The camera equipment was 
put away. The sweet jallebies were eaten, and the gold-
rimmed plate was returned to its cupboard in my 
parents’ house. 

But in the photo, we are still sitting at that bright 
table: partners in picture books and also good 
friends. I see our two happy faces smiling out at me 

from that lovely moment on that lovely afternoon 
many years ago, and I am filled with gratitude for this 
and all my other fond memories of dear Rachna. 
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Noteworthy 
CONGRATULATIONS: On March 6, BARBARA 
GREENWOOD, long-time editor of this newsletter, 
was awarded the Claude Aubry Award by IBBY-
Canada. The award is given in honour of a former 
director of the Ottawa Public Library. It’s presented 
for distinguished service within the field of children’s 
literature. 

Barbara richly deserves this award. Not only has she 
served as CANSCAIP president and founded its very 
popular Packaging Your Imagination conference but 
she’s also taught children’s writing at Ryerson 
Polytechnic University, written book columns for City 
Parent and Kids Toronto and was an executive member 

for both CANSCAIP and The Writers’ Union of 
Canada, and more. And of course Barbara has 
written many award-winning books, including A 
Pioneer Story, The Last Safehouse and Factory Girl (all 
Kids Can Press). 

“Canadian children can now truly see themselves 
and their lives reflected back to them in these books,” 
said Barbara in her acceptance speech. “But writing 
and publishing a book is not enough. Somehow we 
have to get the word out, spread the good news of 
these diverse stories.” 

“And that’s where we owe immense gratitude to 
IBBY Canada, as well as to the Canadian Children’s 
Book Centre and CANSCAIP,” Barbara continued. 
“For all of those 35 plus years these organizations 
have worked to inform booksellers, teachers, 
librarians and parents about what has truly become a 
golden age in Canadian Children’s Literature.” 

Congratulations, Barbara, for all you’ve done for 
Canadian children’s publishing and kudos to IBBY for 
recognizing such a worthy winner! 
Submitted by Elizabeth Macleod 

I READ CANADIAN: The second annual I Read 
Canadian Day, held on February 17, 2021, was 
launched with a message from Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau to the 
Young People of 
Canada. In part he 
said: “We are very 
lucky because 
Canada is home to 
some of the world’s 
best authors and 
illustrators. Across 
our country, from 
coast to coast, and in every region, Canadians are 
sharing the stories that reflect our culture, heritage 
and our diversity.” 

“With every new story comes a new experience 
and a new perspective and now is the perfect time to 
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try something new.”  He concluded by urging young 
people across the country to “keep reading.” 

 This year, I Read Canadian Day was not only a 
celebration of the phenomenal creators in this 
country, but also of the ways books can connect us 
and bring us together. You can watch a series of 
videos called I Write on the Canadian Children’s 
Book Centre’s YouTube channel, Bibliovideo. More 
information can be found on the official website: 
https://ireadcanadian.com. 

FREEDOM TO READ:  This year’s Freedom to Read 
Award goes to David A. Robertson. The author of 
twenty books, winner of the Governor General’s 
Award for Young People’s Illustrated Books, and the 
host of a CBC podcast exploring his family history, 
Robertson has experienced challenges to his work as 
the subject of study in Canadian curricula. His 
graphic novels 7 Generations: A Plains Cree Saga and 
Betty: The Helen Betty Osborne Story have both been 
featured on “not recommended” lists by educational 
authorities in Alberta, prompting a debate about 
whose voices should be used to teach Indigenous 
history and culture. 

PICTURE BOOKS, EH! Picture Books, Eh! is a co-
promotional group of Canadian picture book 
creators. The group aims to offer a platform for 
Canadian PB makers of diverse experiences and 
backgrounds, including creators who have been 
historically marginalized from children’s publishing. 
How can you get involved? If you are a picture book 
author and / or illustrator with a traditionally 
published PB coming out in 2021 or 2022, you can 
contact us at picturebookseh@gmail.com. And 
whether you are publishing this year or not, 
traditionally published, self-published or working 
towards publication, if you have picture book-related 
inspiration, insight or simply a unique story to share, 
you can propose a guest post for our Instagram page 
@picturebookseh or blog 

at www.picturebookseh.weebly.com. For teachers 
and librarians looking for a place to read about new 
Canadian picture books, you can follow Picture Books, 
Eh! on Twitter and Instagram and through our 
website. Thanks for supporting Canadian picture 
books, eh!  

NEW BOOK AWARD: The Jean Little Middle Grade 
Novel Award is in the process of being established. 
The Canadian Children’s Book Centre will add it to 
their galaxy of annual book awards. Currently they 
are working to establish a prize of $5000 (plus 
administrative costs) for a minimum of five years 
with the hope of awarding the first prize in 2021. 
The immediate goal is to raise funds. If you would 
like to contribute, you can donate via the Canadian 
Children’s Book Centre website http://bookcentre.ca/
support-us/donations. When donating, choose 
“general” for the fund and type “Jean Little Prize” in 
the memo box. The CCBC is a registered charity and 
will issue charitable donation receipts. 

CANSCAIP SASK REPORT  
• The First Thousand Words Editing Fundraiser was 
another great success! Thanks to all those who 
participated. Three quarters of the submissions have 
been edited and returned and the remainder will be 
done within the six-week time frame. Thanks to our 
remarkable editors for their hard work: Alice Kuipers, 
Alison Lohans, Judith Silverthorne, Kristine Scarrow, 
Linda Aksomitis, and Paula Jane Remlinger. This 
fundraiser will most likely run again next January so 
if you missed out this year, make sure to 
register early in January 2022! 

• Bad news/Good news: The bad news is that the 
CANSCAIP Sask Prairie Horizons 2021 Conference 
will not be offered as an in-person event due to the 
pandemic. The good news is that it will still go ahead 
virtually, which means that people anywhere can take 
part from the comfort of their own homes! Details 
will soon be up on the CANSCAIP Sask webpage 
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(skcanscaip.wordpress.com) with registration 
expected to open on or around March 1st. 
Registration will be through CANSCAIP’s webpage 
(canscaip.org). Conference dates are May 21st and 
22nd and the theme is New World, New 
Opportunities. The speakers are authors Kenneth 
Oppel, Margriet Ruurs, and Mark Allard Will, 
illustrators Sara Gillingham and Elaine Will, 
performer Rhonda Donais, and publishing 
representatives Heather Nickel and Kathryn Lane. 

• Every two weeks another member is profiled on the 
CANSCAIP Sask website’s feature Meet Our 
(National) Members, but more participants are 
needed! If you are a CANSCAIP member or friend, 
and would like to participate, the details can be found 
at https://skcanscaip.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/
meet-our-national-members-wants-you/  
Submitted by Dianne Young, Social Media Team, 
CANSCAIP Sask.  

LOGO VARIATION: Our front-page logo variation is 
by Ruth Ohi. You can see more of her work in Fox and 
Squirrel Help Out and No Help Needed (both from 
Scholastic) and many other titles. 

USING SOCIAL MEDIA: From time to time 
CANSCAIP would like to help promote its Members 
and Friends and their work on our social media, 
through #FollowFriday as well as other campaigns. 
Do you know of a CANSCAIP Member or Friend 
whose work (behind the scenes or public) you admire 
and feel deserves more recognition? Or are you a 
Member or Friend who would appreciate a shout-
out? If so, please fill out this form. Your info will not 
be shared with any third parties. And be sure to 
follow CANSCAIP on Twitter and Facebook. 

FOLLOW CANSCAIP: Looking for some new friends? 
There is now a handy page on the CANSCAIP website 
where the Twitter handles of our professional 
members are listed (http://canscaip.org/
page-1862893). Let’s follow each other and help 

promote each other’s work. And follow @CANSCAIP 
too.  

FINDING CANADIAN BOOKS: https://
49thshelf.com/ is part of a website devoted to 
Canadian books. Produced by the Association of 
Canadian Publishers together with the Canadian 
Publishers’ Council, and with funding from the 
Department of Canadian Heritage and the Ontario 
Media Development Corporation and a lead 
sponsorship from Amazon.ca., its purpose is to make 
it easier for readers to discover Canadian books in all 
genres, from bestselling authors to new talent, from 
publishers large and small, from all regions of the 
country.  

ILLUSTRATORS: We are looking for more logo 
variations to dress up the NEWS. For inspiration, you 
can view our current ones at the logo site on our 
home page. If you are a full CANSCAIP member and 
an illustrator and you would like to submit your 
version for possible use, here are the specifics: Digital 
submission is preferred, so scan your art at 300 dpi 
and email the file to office@canscaip.org. Make sure 
you put CANSCAIP Logo Submission in the subject 
line. We’d love to have colourful, playful art. Those 
who find scanning a challenge can send paper art to 
the CANSCAIP office. 

e 
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From the  
   President’s Desk 
 By Sharon Jennings 

Recently, on Facebook, a well-known editor (name 
withheld) admitted that, once upon a time, they had 
made a really big goof on a particular project. Given 
the title of the book on which they were working, it 
was richly hilarious. Unfortunate, you 
might even say. This editor asked if 
anyone wanted to share an 
embarrassing moment in their 
editorial career. As someone who had 
worked in a few textbook companies 
for over a decade, I had certainly 
made many mistakes. But the 
memories were blurred and vague, 
not clear enough to retell. (Well, there 
was the time I sat with my boss in a 
restaurant in Edmonton, and we 
wondered why the author didn’t show 
up. It would have helped if I had invited him.) 

But there was one screw-up in particular that I’ve 
never forgotten. I even recall what I was wearing: a 
light blue linen dress. The incident was too long for 
Facebook, so I’m sharing it here instead. 

Back in 1978, freshly graduated with my MA in 
English, I had an internship with Playwrights Co-op 
for the summer. The director was Shirley Gibson, 
former wife of Graeme Gibson, who was now (at that 
time), the partner of Margaret Atwood. I mention 
this not to name-drop but to make certain you 
appreciate that this was an A-list level of 
embarrassment. 

Every now and then, amongst more mundane 
chores, Shirley would give me a play about to go to 
print and ask me to check it over for glaring typos. 
One day, she gave me a play that was teeming with 
grammar mistakes and misspellings, punctuation 

sorely lacking. It was awful, and I wondered how it 
had got this far. So I got out a red pen, marked up the 
manuscript, and mailed it off to the playwright for 
his approval.  

Such is my chagrin that I cannot bear to reveal his 
(famous) name. 

He got the envelope and, furious, phoned Shirley, 
who called me into her office demanding an 
explanation. I smugly informed her that the play had 
all these glaring mistakes. Fortunately for all 

concerned, what with my Masters 
and all, I had caught them in time. 
She was livid. 

Ahem. Imagine that I had ‘corrected’ 
the stylings of William Faulkner or 
James Joyce. Shirley proceeded to 
explain ‘voice’. Not only the author’s 
voice but the voice of the character—
the diction, grammar, quirks, and so 
much more. It was a lesson that I’ve 
never forgotten. 
    Of course, that wasn’t the end of the 

shaming. Shirley made me sit in her office while she 
called the writer back. She apologized to him, 
making sure that I was squirming (in my light blue 
linen dress) as I listened to her side of the 
conversation. I know I was red, but went even redder 
and sweatier as they both had a good laugh at my 
expense. When next this writer visited the office (the 
old one at the bottom of York St. at Queen’s Quay), I 
hid in the stairwell. At least I wasn’t fired—perhaps 
Shirley found it an anecdote to tell numerous times 
over cocktails. Also, the Ontario Government was 
paying my salary; I could always be demoted to 
stuffing envelopes. 

Given the number of books, written in so many 
styles, that I had read at university, I don’t know why 
I didn’t recognize what this playwright had done. 
Perhaps I thought that plays are different, that it is 
the actor who brings the personality to the character, 
but the playwright must use proper English. I do 
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remember feeling superior as I blithely ‘fixed’ the 
script. 

The sting of this has evaporated over the years, and I 
can share it as an amusing story. But as I was in this 
process of strolling down memory lane, I noticed 
another bunch of posts on Facebook. A few of our 
CANSCAIP colleagues were (are) tormented because 
of comments made on a certain review site. Sarcastic, 
smug, superior and even hateful statements had been 
offered not only about their books, but also about 
them as people. No sober second thought, just a rush 
to judgement. No questions asked, just accusations 
hurled. A few seconds at the keyboard, a click, and 
who cares if you destroy someone. It’s all about the 
supercilious smugness of the critic and malicious 
glee in taking someone down. 

Feeling suddenly uncomfortable, I had to ask 
myself: had I done something similar at Playwrights 
Co-op? No and yes. No, I wasn’t hateful. Yes, I enjoyed 
feeling superior. Nor did I ask my manager for some 
clarification. Why would I? I knew better than the 
respected Shirley Gibson and this well-produced, 
award-winning  playwright. It never entered my 
mind to get a second opinion or take a moment to 
think. 

It occurred to me how fortunate I was that there 
was no such thing as social media when I was young 
and arrogant. Would I have taken to Twitter to 
publicly ridicule this playwright? I’m sure that he 
could have destroyed me on Twitter, either first or in 
retaliation to my tweet, and of course his huge 
audience would have piled on. Would my manager 
have eviscerated me as well? How would such things 
have affected my career? When the summer was over 
I got a full-springtime job at a textbook publishing 
house—would I have been hired had all this popped 
up in a quick google search? 

Trolls won’t be reading this column; apparently, 
they don’t even read the books that they’re reviewing. 
But if they were, I would offer a favourite piece of 
advice I came across a few years ago. Before you say 

(type) something, ask yourself if it is true, if it is 
necessary, if it is kind.  

And for those of you shaken from despicable 
review commentary, remember Teresa Toten’s advice 
in her speech at Packaging Your Imagination 
regarding  visiting that site: “Don’t. Just don’t.”  

e 
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 Welcome! 
    By Monique Polak 
      In this column we welcome our newest Members. 

NIKKI BERGSTRESSER 
lives on the west coast of 
British Columbia with her 
husband, her two teenage 
daughters, and a plethora 
of critters. Nikki is an 
elementary school teacher. 
Her debut book Seasons for 
Stones (Brandylane 
Publishers) came out in 
August 2020, and her 

second picture book, Lila Lou’s Little Library (Cardinal 
Rule Press) will be released in October 2021. Nikki’s 
writing is inspired by spending time in nature, and 
travel adventures. She believes in the power of 
kindness to create change, and that taking small 
steps will lead to beautiful journeys. 

PEGGY COLLINS is an 
author, illustrator and 
college professor in 
animation and 
illustration. A graduate of 
Sheridan College, she has 
been working in the 
industry, illustrating for 
books and magazines, 
writing for apps and 
picture books and 

animating interactive digital media. She has worked 
with publishers around the world creating all types of 
content for kids. She lives in a cozy riverside village in 
eastern Ontario with her cat and two children. When 
not teaching or working on book projects, she can be 
found outdoors. 

SARA DE WAARD, author, 
screenwriter and teacher, 
uses her past, born and 
brought up on the wrong 
side of the tracks, to create 
present and future pieces 
that comfort, inspire and 
entertain a wide range of 
audiences. She hopes to 
always find ways to give 
back to her heritage, 
communities, peers and family. Her long writing 
journey has never been easy, but it’s been a surefire 
catharsis that enables her to heal, feel and thrive. 
Sara is mom to two amazing kids, Isaac and Ava, who 
will never be too big to fit in her loving arms. She is 
thankful to them, always, as she knows that chasing 
her dreams took its toll. Her YA novel, White Lies, will 
be released by DCB/Cormorant in 2022.  

PATTI EDGAR is an author 
and educator. Her debut 
middle grade novel, Anna 
Analyst, will be published 
in 2021 with Yellow Dog/
Great Plains. A former 
journalist, she now 
teaches aspiring young 
reporters in Calgary. An 
essay on her struggles to 
learn a second language 
was recently published in the anthology Waiting 
(University of Alberta Press). Patti has an MFA in 
Creative Writing from the University of British 
Columbia. 

JENNIFER FARIA is a Canadian painter and 
illustrator. She began drawing as soon as she could 
hold a pencil and loved it, drawing her cat, her 
Barbies, and anything and everything in between. 
She eventually ended up taking her skills to the fine 
arts program at Toronto’s Central Technical School, 
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and later George Brown 
College, to study Graphic 
Design and Advertising. 
Jennifer has participated 
in many solo and group 
exhibitions in Toronto, 
and has been 
commissioned to produce 
a wide range of custom 
portraits and artwork. In 
2020 she illustrated her 

first picture book, Raven, Rabbit, Deer, written by 
Governor General’s Award-nominated author Sue 
Farrell Holler, and published by Pajama Press. 

YOLANDA T. MARSHALL is 
a Guyanese-born 
Canadian author. In 2015, 
after becoming a mom, 
Yolanda was inspired to 
write her first children’s 
book, Keman’s First Carnival 
(Garnalma Press). Yolanda 
is also the author of A Piece 
of Black Cake for Santa, 
Sweet Sorrel Stand, Miles 

Away In The Caribbean, and My Soca Birthday Party: 
With Jollof Rice and Steel Pans, which made CBC’s Best 
Canadian Picture Books list of 2020. 

BASIL SYLVESTER is a non-binary bookseller and 
author. They live in Toronto. The Fabulous Zed Watson! 
is their first book. They are currently finishing their 
BA in Book and Media Studies at St. Michael’s 
College at U of T. 

WANDA TAYLOR is an author and educator with a 
background in social work, journalism and early 
childhood education. She has published six books of 
fiction and non-fiction. Her latest book, It’s Our Time: 
Honouring the Preston Township Communities (Nimbus) 
was released February 2021. Wanda has received 

awards for her work, 
including the Women of 
Excellence Award for Arts 
and Culture, and has had 
two of her books selected 
for the Canadian 
Children’s Book Centre’s 
Best Books list. Wanda is a 
freelance magazine writer 
for publications including 
Understory Magazine, 
Peak Magazine, Black2Business Magazine, and 
DaCosta. She currently teaches college courses in 
Journalism, Story Writing for Media, and Creative 
Non-Fiction Writing. 

CHRISTINE WELLDON is 
the author of seven non-
fiction books for children, 
two creative non-fiction 
books and one YA novel, 
Kid Sterling (Red Deer, 
2020). As an educator, she 
values the opportunity to 
write about fascinating 
stories from Canada’s 
history. As an educator, 
she noticed a gender reading gap related to boys’ 
reading achievements, and created The Cool Guys 
Club, based on Karate belt incentives, that was 
adopted by her local public library. Kid Sterling 
received a sterling review in the Globe and Mail, and 
earned a 5-star Kirkus Review in the U.S. Christine’s 
work has twice been shortlisted for the Hackmatack 
Children’s Choice Award; nominated for the Golden 
Oak Award; selected for the Amelia Bloomer Award 
Honours List, Best Feminist Literature for Children, 
2014; longlisted for The Children’s Literature Round 
Table Awards; won a Skipping Stones Honour Award, 
2018; and shortlisted for the Red Cedar Award, 
Information Books, 2021. 
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NEWS ROUNDUP 
By Elizabeth MacLeod 

ATLANTIC REGION 

Welcome to new Friends: Marcia Barss, Dartmouth, 
NS; Audrey Colbert, Tors Cove, NF. 

LAURA BEST’s new novel, The Family Way, is set to be 
released this April. Based upon the true story of the 
Ideal Maternity Home and its tragic Butterbox 
Babies, The Family Way is an exploration of family and 
of Nova Scotia’s history. A stand-alone middle-grade 
novel, it also serves as a prequel to Laura’s “Cammie” 
novels: Flying with a Broken Wing and Cammie Takes 
Flight. Her other forth-coming novel, A Sure Cure for 
Witchcraft (all Nimbus Publishing) is slated to be 
released in September. Laura lives in East Dalhousie, 
NS. 

LESLEY CHOYCE, a young-adult author, and Doug 
Barron, a CBC producer, have released their first 
poetry/music recording project in 25 years. 
Pandemics prompt creative artists to do unusual 
things to keep their spirits soaring. And this was the 
case for two of the original SurfPoets from the 1990s. 
The Trouble With Everything (Pottersfield Press and 
Harbourmaster Music) is available from Nimbus 
Publishing and bandcamp.com. A number of videos 
of the work appear on YouTube and are suitable for 
classroom use. Lesley lives at Lawrencetown Beach, 
NS. 

SHARON E. McKAY and Jamal Saeed are thrilled to 
announce that Yara’s Spring (Annick Press) has 
received a Junior Library Guild Gold Standard 
Selection. Kirkus Reviews also gave it a gold star and 
named it one of the best books of 2020. The book was 
selected as a Best Bet by the Ontario Library 
Association and the Canadian Children’s Book News 
gave it a starred review last fall. As well, Yara’s Spring 

is nominated for the 
Forest of Reading Red 
Maple Award. Jamal is a 
writer, artist and activist 
who spent 12 years in 
prison as a political 
prisoner. He now lives in 
Kingston, Ontario, with 
his wife, Rufaida, and two 
sons. Sharon lives in 
Charlottetown, PEI. 

NANCY ROSE is thrilled to 
be publishing Oakley the 
Squirrel: The Search for Z 
(Workman Publishing Co. 
Inc.) on June 22. It’s the 
fifth book in “The Secret 
Life of Squirrels” series. 
This latest book is a board-
book featuring Oakley the 
Squirrel as he searches 
through his home and yard 
to find the letter “Z” missing from his alphabet board. 
The book is filled with alliterative text and captivating 
photos. Nancy has been meeting with students 
virtually instead of the usual in-class visits through 
Nova Scotia Writer’s in the Schools, but she has also 
enjoyed being able to visit schools in other parts of 
the country with Google Meet and Zoom. Nancy’s 
photos are also seen in “The Secret Life of Squirrels” 
wall calendars (both Workman Publishing Co. Inc.). 
She is represented by Jackie Kaiser at Westwood 
Creative Artists. Nancy lives in Hubley, NS. 

VALERIE SHERRARD’s latest middle-grade novel, 
Birdspell (Dancing Cat Books), has just been released. 
Corbin Hayes has felt alone for as long as he can 
remember. His mom’s illness means lost jobs, 
constant moves, new schools and friendships that 
never get to grow. There’s a gap in his life that’s been 
waiting to be filled. So when a classmate offers 
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Corbin the talking bird she can no longer keep, he’s 
stoked. But as things begin to spiral out of control, 
Corbin can no longer get his mom—or himself—
through the dark period. At his lowest moment, he’s 
forced to do the one thing he fears the most. Valerie 
lives in Miramichi, NB. 

SUSAN WHITE’s sixth young-adult novel, Skyward, 
will be released this spring. An adult novel entitled 
The Wright Retreat (both Acorn Press) will follow this 
fall. Susan lives on the Kingston Peninsula, NB. 

QUEBEC 

JUDITH HENDERSON has 
a few bits of exciting 
information. She is happy 
to announce the release of 
her new picture book, This 
Is a Dog Book!, illustrated 
by Julien Chung, about a 
bunny who is desperate to 
get into the book. The 
book was recently 
optioned by Sardine 

Productions and is being developed as a TV animated 
series (By Bunny). Judith’s three-book series, “Big 
Words Small Stories,” includes The Missing Donut, The 
Travelling Dustball and Smell the Daisies (all Kids Can 
Press). It’s now in active production with Big Jump 
Entertainment to be turned into 65 five-minute 
episodes and will likely air sometime late summer in 
Canada, Australia and Ireland. Judith has new 
representation with Erzi Deak at Hen and Ink. Judith 
lives in Montreal. 

ANDREW KATZ and Juliana Léveillé-Trudel have a 
twinkle in their eyes because their second co-writing 
adventure, A Starlit Trip to the Library / Voyage de nuit à 
la bible, once again illustrated by Gemini Award-
winning children’s animation director Joseph 
Sherman, will be published simultaneously in 

English and French this 
fall. This book is the sequel 
to their picture book 
debut, How to Catch a Bear 
Who Loves to Read / 
Comment attraper un ours 
qui aime lire (both 
CrackBoom! Books), 
which was nominated for 
a 2020 Forest of Reading 
award. A Starlit Trip to the 
Library features a sparkling new adventure with Julia 
and Bertrand, the bear who loves to read. Together 
these two friends will sail down the river to 
Bertrand’s favourite book scavenging spot, with 
many surprises along the way that will both test 
Julia’s courage and reveal her forest in a wondrous 
new light. Andrew lives in Montreal. 

ANNE RENAUD is happy to announce the upcoming 
release of her picture book for five to eight year olds 
entitled Gwendolyn’s Pet Garden (Nancy Paulsen 
Books). It offers an alternative to children who 
cannot have an animal for a pet and back matter 
provides information on seed-lending libraries. The 
book is illustrated by award-winning artist, author 
and animator Rashin Kheiriyeh and will be available 
in hardcover, as well as on Kindle and Audible. Anne 
continues to socially distance and has recently 
adopted myriad plants as pets. She lives in 
Westmount. 

ONTARIO (OUTSIDE TORONTO) 

Welcome to new Friends: Kristine Archer, Vaughan; 
Catherine Barre, Kanata; Monique Chiam, 
Cambridge; Elizabeth Clark, Campbellford; Victoria 
Daley, Mississauga; Erica DiVincenzo, Dundas; Judy 
Dolan, St. Catharines; Karin Enns, Kitchener; 
Kristin Groulx, Perth; Pamela Hough, Tillsonburg; 
Sue Kelly, Gravenhurst; Alison McGauley, 
Cambridge; sandra n, Kanata; Channon Oyeniran, 
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Pickering; Michael Paskaru, Thornhill West; Megan 
Price, Ramara; Rachna Sharma, Waterdown; Daniel 
Shtulberg, Concord; Tina Tourangeau, Oakville; 
Jessica Trudel, Connaught; Kieran Vogt, Ottawa; 
Christine Wideman, Coldwater; Ella Wilson, 
Oakville. 

ANDREA TORREY BALSARA’s young-adult novel The 
Great & the Small (Common Deer Press) was 
shortlisted in the 2020 Page Turner Book Awards and 
won an audiobook as a prize from Spectrum 
Audiobooks. Production has started and the 
audiobook will be available later in 2021. Andrea lives 
in Clarington. 

KAREN BASS is excited to 
announce the August 2021 
release of Blood Donor 
(Orca Books), as part of 
the “Soundings” series. It’s 
currently available to pre-
order. She thinks you 
should check out the 
delightfully creepy cover. 
In this high-interest 
accessible novel for teens, 

Jo is grabbed by kidnappers who are luring at-risk 
teenagers and forcing them to donate their blood. 
Karen lives in Hamilton. 

ROSANNA BATTIGELLI reports that her book Easter 
Morning, Easter Sun will be released March 16. A 
description of the book says, “With Rosanna 
Battigelli’s bouncing rhyme and Tara Anderson’s cozy 
art, Easter Morning, Easter Sun is sure to become a 
tradition of its very own.” “Anderson tucks careful, 
child-friendly details into the simple compositions,” 
states Kirkus Reviews and continues, “This Easter story 
focuses on things like springtime renewal as opposed 
to delving into the religious background of the 
holiday… A simple, secular Easter story best suited for 
younger readers.” Publishers Weekly says, “The creators 

of Pumpkin Orange, Pumpkin Round [both Pajama 
Press] reunite for this easy-to-read secular 
celebration of Easter… A mellow colour palette and 
expressive characters mark Anderson’s approachable 
art… ” Rosanna lives in Sudbury, Robinson-Huron 
Treaty Territory, Territory of the Atikameksheng 
Anishnaabeg. 

LANA BUTTON is thrilled about the April 13 release of 
her latest picture book, Tough Like Mum (Tundra 
Books), illustrated by the fabulous Carmen Mok. 
What does it mean to be tough? Kim finds out in this 
moving mother-daughter story. Lana and Carmen 
are looking forward to virtually launching their book 
on Zoom, on Saturday April 10 at 10:00 a.m. E.S.T. 
and hope you will come! Go to lanabutton.com to 
register for the launch. Lana lives in Burlington. 

ALICE CARTER is delighted 
to announce the release of 
Pierre & Paul: Dragon! 
(Owlkids Books), written 
by Caroline Adderson. It’s 
the second book in a series 
of dual language 
adventure stories. Pierre 
and Paul are neighbours, 
friends and explorers. 
Pierre speaks French and 
Paul speaks English, but that doesn’t stop them from 
sharing lots of imaginative fun. The boys imagine 
everyday situations into grand exploits— today is 
garbage day, so the duo sets out to find hidden 
treasures in the trash. This story is told half in French 
and half in English, with simple phrasing and visual 
cues in the illustrations making the story easy for 
early readers to decode in both languages. Alice lives 
in Ottawa. 

DANA CHURCH is pleased that her first book will be 
hitting bookshelves in March. It’s a middle-grade 
non-fiction book titled The Beekeepers: How Humans 
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Changed the World of Bumble Bees (Scholastic Focus). 
Dana lives in Waterloo. 

NANCY COHEN reports that her second book, Here 
babies, There babies in Summer, will be released in May. 
This book follows baby on a typical summer day: 
going to the beach, the splash pad and the 
playground and finally falling asleep by a cozy 
campfire. It’s illustrated by Carmen Mok who also 
illustrated Nancy’s first book, Here babies, There babies 
(both Nimbus Publishing). This book was chosen by 
Read to Me Nova Scotia and Born to Read New 
Brunswick to be included in a bag of books given to 
every newborn in those provinces. Nancy lives in 
Brockville. 

OKSANNA CRAWLEY is 
pleased to say that Super 
Hammy’s New Adventures 
has now been published. 
It’s a collection of 15 
levelled books about the 
goofy hamster who thinks 
he’s a super hero and his 
misadventures. The books 
feature some new friends 
including Baby Hammy, 

Rona Raccoon, Sidney Skunk and Donna Dog. Bad 
Cat returns as the villainous feline. In one story, Bad 
Cat tries to ruin a Christmas Day, while in another 
Super Hammy and Baby Hammy take a trip to the 
moon and discover it really is made of cheese! The 
books will also be available in French. This is 
Oksanna’s second collection of 15 Hammy stories. The 
first series is “Super Hammy—My First Reading 
Series” (all DC Canada Education Publishing). 
Oksanna lives in Brampton. 

SARA DE WAARD has been waiting a long time 
through years of screenplays and now manuscripts to 
make an announcement like this: her young adult 
novel White Lies (DCB, an imprint of Cormorant 

Books) will be published in 2022. In White Lies, after 
suffering inconsolable childhood trauma and now 
living with its mental consequences, Missy tries 
desperately to survive high school. With an 
imprisoned mother and an alcoholic push-and-pull 
father, the struggle intensifies when she meets Luke 
who messes up her plan to avoid any kind of love at 
all costs. Sara lives in Port Colborne. 

STELLA PARTHENIOU 
GRASSO shared her 
original story Becoming 
Medusa at an online 
storytelling event on 
March 13. Called “Her 
Voice Returns,” it was a 
fundraising event for the 
Canadian Women’s 
Foundation. Becoming 
Medusa is based on a brief 
passage from Hesiod’s poem Theogony and pre-
Hellenic artefacts. Set during the war between the 
Titans and Olympians, the story explores Medusa’s 
life as a mortal living among immortals and what led 
to her transformation into a monster. Stella will also 
be telling it at the 2021 Toronto Storytelling Festival 
in May. Stella lives in Ajax. 

LINDA HUTSELL-MANNING gave a virtual 
presentation of Jason and the Wonder Horn (Coteau) to 
grade five students at Gummow Public School in 
Cobourg, Ontario, on February 17. She is busy giving 
numerous Zoom readings of her memoir, Fearless and 
Determined: Two Years Teaching in a One-Room School 
(Blue Denim Press) to area libraries and other groups. 
Linda’s YouTube video at Fearless and Determined 
Memoir… is continually getting hits. She lives in 
Cobourg. 

CATHY JACKSON would like to announce her soon-to-
be-released books, Best Reading – Long Vowels. It is the 
second half of Cathy’s learn-to-read program. The 
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first set, “Short 
Vowels” (both DC Canada 
Education Publishing), 
was recently 
recommended in The 
Ontario College of 
Teachers’ publication 
Professionally Speaking in 
their remote-learning 
resources (bestreading.ca
—it’s free during the 

pandemic). The “Long Vowel” program includes 16 
stories, a Teacher Guide and an interactive online 
version. The online edition includes the narrated 
stories, printable materials for hands-on learning, 
text-only printouts of the stories so children can 
read/illustrate/add to them, a blank printout for their 
own stories, cutouts to create a 3D story and online 
interactive games. The games reinforce word and 
language usage with audio and images, which fosters 
success for young readers and English language 
learners. The Student Discussion Questions promote 
language development and the “Draw and Write” 
suggestions encourage story writing. Cathy lives in 
Ottawa. 

DEBORAH KERBEL is delighted with the arrival of 
three new books for young readers this spring! Her 
March titles are middle-grade fiction Like a Duck 
(Scholastic Canada) and the picture book This House is 
Home (Owlkids), illustrated by Yong Ling Kang. In 
May, Deborah will release the picture book Sunny 
Days, illustrated by Miki Sato. Snow Days (both 
Pajama Press), her first picture book collaboration 
with Miki Sato, was recently selected as a finalist for 
the 2020 IBBY Canada Elizabeth Mrazik-Cleaver 
Canadian Picture Book Award. Deborah lives in 
Thornhill. 

HEATHER KIRK reports that it will soon be ten years 
since she published Be Not Afraid: the Polish Revolution, 
“Solidarity” (Borealis), her third and final book about 

Poland. The first two books were young-adult novels 
titled Warsaw Spring and A Drop of Rain (both 
Dundurn). Be Not Afraid was non-fiction. It received 
excellent reviews from Poles and non-Poles alike. 
Heather, an English Canadian, became interested in 
Poland at the age of ten when Polish neighbours 
moved in across the street. In the late 1970s, she 
spent two and a half years working in Poland. This 
year will mark the thirtieth anniversary of the fall of 
the Soviet Union. The Polish Solidarity movement 
played an enormous role in the collapse of that 
superpower. “It was the greatest nonviolent 
movement in history,” says Heather. “It lasted ten 
years, involved ten million people, helped change the 
world and killed precisely no one.” Heather lives in 
Barrie. 

JOANNE LEVY is thrilled to 
announce that she has two 
books forthcoming in 
2021. First up is The Sun 
Will Come Out, which will 
be published April 13. It’s a 
heartwarming story about 
friendships and finding 
silver linings when the 
very shy Bea finds herself 
at summer camp without 
her bestie. In Joanne’s fall book, Sorry For Your Loss 
(both Orca), Evie Walman, who is the daughter of 
funeral directors, learns she doesn’t know as much 
about grief as she thinks she does when she meets a 
boy who has just suffered an unimaginable trauma: 
losing both his parents in a horrific accident. 
Determined to help the boy work through his grief, 
Evie befriends him and pulls back the curtain to 
reveal the inner workings of her family’s funeral 
home, not always with the best results. Sorry for Your 
Loss will be published October 12. Joanne lives in 
Clinton. 
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ALISTER MATHIESON reports that his book Our 
Canada: A Year with Canuck Kids (Blossom Books) has 
been published. It’s the latest book in the “Canadian 
Books for Canadian Kids” series and was co-authored 
by Kelly Jackson and Diane Simpson. This is Alister’s 
fifth children’s book about Canada. The new book 
shares the experiences of nine Canuck kids as they 
adventure through the year. The nine children come 
from across the country and from different family, 
ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Experience the 
many events, family and cultural traditions, seasons, 
games and everyday activities they enjoy coast to 
coast. It’s a book about who we are as Canadians and 
our identity at home and abroad, expressed through 
the thoughts and words of Canadian kids. Alister 
lives in Mississauga. 

STEPHANIE SIMPSON 
McLELLAN’s newest 
picture book, The Sorry Life 
of Timothy Shmoe 
(OwlKids), illustrated by 
Zoe Si, follows Timothy 
through hilarious antics 
and missteps. Told 
through his apology notes, 
it’s “a call to empathy for 
children who struggle with 

impulse control and a tribute to unconditional love.” 
Her debut middle-grade novel, Sully Messed Up (Red 
Deer), follows 13-year-old Sully who wakes on his first 
day of grade nine to find his face mysteriously 
rearranged. With his nose on his temple and his eyes 
on his chin, he looks like a messed-up Mr. Potato 
Head. Bent on avoiding the school bully who’s about 
to choose a victim for his Naked Niner hazing, Sully 
shuns his odd-ball friends, Blossom and Morsixx, 
until he realizes one of them is in far more danger 
than he is and ultimately he must make a life-or-
death choice. Stephanie lives in Newmarket. 

CAROLYN HUIZINGA MILLS is excited to announce 
that her debut novel, The Good Son (Cormorant Books) 
will be released in March. She is also the author of the 
picture book The Little Boy Who Lived Down the Drain 
(Fitzhenry & Whiteside), which was a 2018 Blue 
Spruce Honour Book. The Good Son is Carolyn’s first 
book for adults. She has two more books 
forthcoming: another picture book with Fitzhenry & 
Whiteside and another novel with Cormorant Books. 
Carolyn lives in Breslau. 

JEAN MILLS has won a 
2020 Whippoorwill Award 
for her novel Larkin on the 
Shore. The award, curated 
by educators across the 
United States, recognizes 
“young adult literature 
that sings the authentic 
stories of rural people and 
places.” The novel explores 
the healing journey of a 
traumatized teen who spends the summer in a small 
town in Nova Scotia. It has also been included as a 
selection in the Nova Scotia Grade 11 Language Arts 
curriculum. Jean is currently finalizing her next 
young-adult novel, The Legend (both Red Deer Press), 
the story of an injured teen hockey player whose foray 
into the world of sports broadcasting is complicated 
by his questionable mentor, two very different girls 
and a small boy who needs his help. When Jean’s not 
living in Pugwash, Nova Scotia, she lives in Guelph. 

JENNIFER MOOK-SANG is thrilled that her middle-
grade fiction Speechless (Scholastic Canada) has been 
sent far and wide. The book has been translated into 
Portuguese for Brazil as Não Cale! Fale 
(Melhoramentos) and was recently translated into 
Turkish with the title Bir Konuşabilse (Uyurgezer 
Kitap). She has been happily reading the very nice 
reviews, as translated by google. “It’s wonderful to 
think that kids in Brazil and Turkey are reading 
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Canadian,” says Jennifer. “Yay #IReadCanadian!” 
Jennifer lives in Burlington. 

CAROLINE PIGNAT is 
pleased to announce 
publication of her 
inspirational book All I Am 
(Zondervan). Over the past 
twenty years, Caroline has 
been freelance writing for 
publications such as The 
Word Among Us, Living with 
Christ and Living Faith Kids. 
All I Am, her first teen 

devotional book, helps teens better know and love 
who they are by coming to know and love who God is. 
Caroline has spent the past five years as Lead Writer 
for Pearson Canada’s series, “Growing in Faith.” The 
final textbook, for Grade 8, rolls out in September. 
Huge thanks to Red Deer Press for making Egghead’s 
anniversary edition available for free for online 
learning during the pandemic. The link, as well as 
free novel studies for Egghead, her other novels, and a 
poetry/nature journaling resource for her most 
recent release, Poetree (both Red Deer), are available at 
her website. Caroline lives in Ottawa. 

TRUDEE ROMANEK is happy to have found some 
alternative writing opportunities since so many 
traditional ones are slowing to a trickle. She is 
currently part of a small team writing monologue 
content for a theatrical initiative that is geared 
toward a performance that CAN continue, even while 
adhering to the strictest of lockdown guidelines, 
thanks to the use of artificial reality. More news on 
that to follow once the venture has been officially 
announced. Trudee was also recently a featured 
playwright on the Playwrights Guild of Canada’s 
virtual series “Craft Bites.” She lives in Barrie.  

MARSHA SKRYPUCH reports that Books – XXI has 
acquired Ukrainian rights to her book Making Bombs 
for Hitler. The middle-grade novel is described as a 
pulse-pounding novel of survival, courage and hope 
that shows us a lesser-known piece of World War II 
history. The deal was arranged by Scholastic Canada’s 
Maral Maclagan in cooperation with Literary Agency 
OVO in Ukraine. The publisher has acquired the three 
books in this trilogy: Making Bombs for Hitler, Stolen 
Child and Underground Soldier (all Scholastic Canada). 
Marsha lives in Brantford. 

CHERYL UHRIG’s 
whimsical drawings 
appear in a new children’s 
book called Whisky’s 
Lullaby (Whisky 
Publishing). Written by 
Laurie Wallace, this 
delightful children’s story 
was inspired after the 
author babysat her lovable 
and goofy grand dog for 
the first time. What adds to the fun is, Wallace wrote 
the story so it can be read aloud or sung to the tune of 
The Hobo’s Lullaby, a song performed by Sharon, Lois 
and Bram on their 1980 album, Smorgasbord. Cheryl 
lives in Newmarket.  

TORONTO 

Welcome to new Friends: Catherine Carnovale, 
Inderjit Deogun, Nan Froman, Jane McKeown, 
Jennifer Puckett, Patricia Salik, Caterina Salvatori, 
Mary Symonds, Lingjun Xie.  

LAURA ALARY is eagerly anticipating the April arrival 
of her newest book, Breathe: A Child’s Guide to 
Ascension, Pentecost, and the Growing Time. It’s a sister 
for two earlier books about the circle of the church 
year, Look! A Child’s Guide to Advent and Christmas and 
Make Room: A Child’s Guide to Lent and Easter (all 
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Paraclete Press). Breathe is illustrated by Cathrin 
Peterslund. Laura walks by Lake Ontario nearly every 
day during this pandemic and tries to remember to 
breathe. 

TZIPORAH COHEN’s debut 
novel, No Vacancy 
(Groundwood Books), has 
won a 2021 Sydney Taylor 
Book Award Honour 
(Silver Medal) and was 
named a finalist for the 
2020 National Jewish Book 
Award in the middle-
grade category. No Vacancy 
is the story of eleven-year-

old Miriam, who moves from New York City to 
upstate New York where her family has purchased a 
run-down motel, The Jewel Motor Inn. When it 
becomes clear that only a miracle is going to save the 
Jewel from bankruptcy, Jewish Miriam and her new 
Catholic friend, Kate, decide to create one of their 
own.  

KEVIN CRAIG is delighted with the release of their 
latest young adult short story, Billions of Beautiful 
Hearts. This cute romance about two non-binary 
teens finding a way to come together during 
COVID-19 lockdown is one of four short stories in the 
“Come What May” series (Interlude Press/Duet 
Books). One teen who read Kevin’s story said, “It 
made me so happy to see a young-adult non-binary 
love story that is just so full of happiness and hope 
and I had a smile on my face the whole time I read it!” 
Billions of Beautiful Hearts is now available wherever e-
books are sold.  

PHILIPPA DOWDING held a book launch via Zoom on 
March 2 for her book Firefly (Cormorant Books). She 
did a reading at the event, kid-lit blogger Helen 
Kubiw interviewed her and the launch ended with a 
question-and-answer session. Everyone who 

attended got a chance to win a free costume rental at 
Philippa’s sister-in-law’s costume company, Thunder 
Thighs Costumes, which is the setting for the book. 
Go to canlitforlittlecanadians.blogspot.com/2021/02/
firefly.html to read the first trade review of Firefly. 

ANNE DUBLIN is thrilled 
to announce that her latest 
historical novel, Jacob and 
the Mandolin Adventure 
(Second Story Press), will 
have its debut in March 
2021. Anne tells the story 
of a group of Jewish 
orphans from Poland who 
make the exciting and 
sometimes perilous 
journey to Georgetown, Ontario, in 1927. They’re 
allowed to come to Canada because they will be 
trained at the Canadian Jewish Farm School to do 
agricultural or domestic work. They dream of 
starting a new life in Canada and perhaps playing a 
concert at Carnegie Hall in New York City with their 
mandolin orchestra. Anne had a great time learning 
how to play the mandolin and doing research about 
train and ship travel in the 1920s. This is a little-
known story about Canadian history and one that 
Anne is delighted to share.  

CAROLINE FERNANDEZ reports that her book The 
Adventures of Grandmasaurus (Common Deer) is to be 
expanded into a picture-book series. Look for three 
more Grandmasaurus adventures to launch between 
2022 and 2023.  

BARBARA GREENWOOD recently gave a Zoom 
presentation to a Grade Four class in Connecticut. 
“This was a great experience,” says Barbara, “with the 
children lining up at the mic to ask excellent 
questions about the two books they had read, The Last 
Safe House and Factory Girl (both Kids Can). I found 
Zoom was a wonderful way to visit a school,” Barbara 
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continues, “not only in the middle of a pandemic but 
also when it’s too far away for me to have made the 
trip there. I can see Zoom skills definitely becoming 
part of a writer’s or illustrator’s tool kit.” This was her 
second Zoom presentation, the first being a school in 
New Jersey. 

NADIA L. HOHN is releasing her new picture book, 
Malaika’s Surprise, in March 2021. It’s illustrated by 
IRENE LUXBACHER and is the third in the “Malaika” 
series, which includes Malaika’s Costume and Malaika’s 
Winter Carnival (all Groundwood). Nadia is the 
screenwriter for “Oscar Peterson and Montreal’s 
Little Burgundy,” a short video released in February 
to accompany the Oscar Peterson Heritage Minute, 
both produced by HistoricaCanada and available on 
YouTube. In 2021, Nadia is teaching writing for 
children courses at the University of Toronto School 
for Continuing Studies, Centennial College and 
University of Guelph Open University. 

SUSAN HUGHES is thrilled 
to announce the upcoming 
publications of three picture 
books throughout the 
spring months of 2021. 
First, on March 15, is Carmen 
and the House that Gaudi Built 
(OwlKids), beautifully 
illustrated by Marianne 
Ferrer. Quill and Quire says 

“the book succeeds on multiple levels: as a relatable 
story of a child managing change, an emotive 
introduction to Gaudi’s style and, for architecture 
fans, a colourful history of Casa Batlló.” Coming on 
May 4 is the 32-page non-fiction picture book Sounds 
All Around: The Science of How Sound Works, illustrated 
by the fabulous Ellen Rooney. And on June 1, watch 
for the based-on-a-real-boy picture book story in the 
Citizen Kids series, Walking for Water: How One Boy 
Stood Up for Gender Equality (both Kids Can), 
illustrated in a graphic-novel style by Nicole Miles. 

SHARON JENNINGS is proud that she is now 
published with Orca Books for the first time! Tornado, 
a “Soundings” series Hi/Lo (high interest/low 
vocabulary) book, is loosely based on the tornado that 
devastated Barrie, Ontario, in May 1985. Although 
reading about that day was difficult, Sharon notes 
that she enjoyed creating the teenagers whose lives 
were changed forever.  

MARY BETH LEATHERDALE is excited to share the 
news that Terry Fox and Me (Tundra Books), illustrated 
by the talented Milan Pavlović, was selected as a 
finalist for the Society of Children’s Book Writers and 
Illustrators Golden Kite Award for Nonfiction Text for 
Younger Readers. Terry Fox and Me was also selected 
as an OLA Best Bets selection (in the junior non-
fiction category) and the TD Summer Reading Club 
for 2021. Mary Beth is grateful for all those hard-
working librarians who are making it possible for 
kids to spend time with Terry and Doug! 

REGAN W. H. MACAULAY 
reports that her latest 
picture book, Dog Band 
(Iguana Books) will be 
released March 23 with a 
Zoom launch party at 7:00 
p.m. E.S.T. that night! The 
book, which is illustrated 
by Wei Lu, is about four 
adorable dogs that form a 
band but don’t know what 
sort of music they should play. They ask their 
assortment of animal friends for help to figure it out. 
The book showcases multiple genres of music as well 
as many different kinds of pets. The live launch event 
will be hosted by Regan and features a reading of the 
book by voice actor and musician Scott McCord (Paw 
Patrol, Total Drama Island, Justin Time), as well as an 
opportunity to ask the writer, publisher and guest 
teacher questions. Launch attendees also have a 
chance to win a raffle prize! Go to mailchi.mp/
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c951fef9360d/dog-band-book-launch-party to sign up 
for the Zoom book launch party. 

ELIZABETH MACLEOD’s 
book Meet Terry Fox was 
reprinted in December. 
This book, as well as Meet 
Willie O’Ree and Meet Tom 
Longboat, are included in 
the 2021 TD Summer 
Reading Club. Meet Thérèse 
Casgrain was released 
February 1. Liz celebrated I 
Read Canadian Day with a 

presentation for the Milton Public Library about 
Viola Desmond and Willie O’Ree. Meet Willie O’Ree (all 
Scholastic Canada) was named a “Best Bet” by the 
Ontario Library Association. Liz’s book Canadian 
Women Now + Then is also a “Best Bet” and was 
included in the Globe and Mail’s list of kids Christmas 
books. In January, Liz spoke on the “Stories of Our 
Times” podcast from The Times of London. Liz wrote 
Helen Keller (both Kids Can) and was talking about the 
fact many young people today believe stories about 
Helen are hoaxes! Look for the January 29, 2021 entry 
at podfollow.com/stories-of-our-times to listen.  

YOLANDA T. MARSHALL is still celebrating the 
success of her latest book, My Soca Birthday Party: with 
Jollof Rice and Steel Pans (Chalkboard Publishing). This 
vibrant story represents kids of the African/
Caribbean diaspora and made the CBC’s best 
Canadian picture books list of 2020. She is also 
thrilled to announce that P.S. Literary Agency now 
represents her. On I Read Canadian Day, she hosted a 
reading for more than fifty children. February has 
been a busy month for Yolanda, with multiple virtual 
school visits and appearances such as the “Black 
History Month Speakers Series” hosted by The 
Ontario Black History Society. Although the 
pandemic has its challenges, this author dedicates 

her time to her five-year-old son and writing and 
reviving her podcast, “Caribbean Storytime.”  

KENNETH OPPEL’s latest book Thrive (HarperCollins 
Canada) will be published May 4. It is the final book 
in his “Bloom” middle-grade sci-fi trilogy, about a 
group of teens who are instrumental in the fight to 
save Earth from a series of catastrophic ecological 
invasions. 

GILLIAN O’REILLY and ELIZABETH MACLEOD will 
present a seminar entitled So Much More than 
Dinosaurs—The Diverse and Creative World of Nonfiction 
for Kids and Teens at the Creative Nonfiction Collective 
Conference, being held virtually May 14 to 16. Please 
go to creativenonfictioncollective.ca/annual-
conference/conference/ if you’d like more 
information about the CNFC conference. 

DHARMALI PATEL had the 
privilege of illustrating the 
picture book Tin Cans and 
String (East York Press) 
written by Virve Aljas-
Switzer. A warm story 
about two friends who 
find a way to stay 
connected no matter the 
distance. Priya and Jay 
share stories every night 
using tin cans and string hung between their 
windows. Priya is devastated by the news that Jay and 
his family are moving far away. Using her 
resourcefulness, some unraveled sweaters and a few 
thousand knots, Priya learns that a little distance 
can’t keep close friends apart. 

LORNA POPLAK is delighted to announce the 
publication in January of her adult non-fiction book 
The Don: The Story of Toronto’s Infamous Jail (Dundurn). 
Since the mid-1800s, the Don has left its stamp on 
the skyline and psyche of Toronto. This is the saga of 
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the institution’s tumultuous descent from “palace for 
prisoners” to overcrowded and unsanitary snake pit, 
its shuttering and its astonishing modern-day 
transformation. 

BEV KATZ ROSENBAUM is thrilled to report the 
upcoming publication of I’m Good and Other Lies 
(DCB/Cormorant), which will be among the first 
young-adult novels to tackle the effects of quarantine 
on teen mental health. Bev’s heart went out to all 
those kids and teens stuck in less-than-optimal home 
situations during the lockdowns; this book is for 
them.  

ERIN SILVER has a new middle-grade book called 
Proud to Play: Canadian LGBTQ+ Athletes Who Made 
History (Lorimer Kids). The book features the 
incredible stories of outstanding Canadian athletes 
who broke barriers in the sporting world.  

SUE TODD is happy about 
the upcoming birth of her 
latest board book by poet 
Gillian Sze. The Night is 
Deep and Wide (Orca) is 
slated for launch in March. 
Sue created simple black 
and white linocut images, 
with a spot of colour on 
each page, to accompany 
Gillian’s lovely villanelle 

bedtime poem. Dorothea Wilson-Scorgie at CM 
Review says, “Parents and caregivers are sure to use 
this board book over and over again during their 
child’s bedtime routine.” 

FRIEDA WISHINSKY and ELIZABETH MACLEOD are 
delighted that their second book in the “How to 
Become” series, How to Become an Accidental Activist, 
will be published April 13. The book, for 9 to 12 year 
olds, profiles such activists as Greta Thunberg, Ai 
Weiwei and Lilly Singh. Almost 100 activists are 

discussed in the book and they fight for everything 
from racial freedom and LGBTQ+ rights to the 
environment and mental health. The profiles are 
organized in chapters with titles such as “Find Your 
Passion,” “Notice What’s Needed” and “Stay Focused” 
to encourage readers to become accidental activists 
themselves. In February, Liz spoke to the “MicCHEK” 
podcast from Victoria about Olivia Poole, inventor of 
the Jolly Jumper. She is included in Liz and Frieda’s 
book How to Become an Accidental Genius (both Orca). 
Go to Episode 21 at cheknews.ca/podcasts/micchek/ 
to hear the interview. 

FARIDA ZAMAN reports 
that the book she 
illustrated, When Mom’s 
Away (Second Story), 
written by Layla Ahmad, is 
coming out this spring. 
Things are changing for 
one little girl whose mom 
is a busy doctor. When her 
mom has to be in 
quarantine—sleeping on a 
cot in their garage to keep the family safe from the 
virus—the girl does her best to be brave. She and her 
dad spend time together, she goes to school online 
and she helps her grandparents too… making sure to 
wave so they know it’s her! They join their neighbours 
outside to thank doctors and nurses around the 
world for their hard work. But the highlight of the 
day is when mom comes home and they wave to each 
other through the window. A great story to inspire 
hope and confidence in little ones and big ones when 
times may seem uncertain. 

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN,  
ALBERTA 

Welcome to new Friends: Jordan Bartlett, Banff, AB; 
Elena Bentley, Clavet, SK; Myrna Guymer, Flin Flon, 
MB; Alison Johns, Calgary; Kari Schroeder, Calgary; 
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Jennifer Shearer, Morris, MB; Elizabeth Stilborn, 
Regina; Beverly Taylor, High Prairie, AB; Teresa 
Wouters, County Of Grande Prairie #1, AB. 

MARTY CHAN will be previewing his novel Kylie the 
Magnificent (Orca), as well as his other Orca titles as 
part of a virtual author session on March 12. 
Subscribe to his YouTube channel to be a part of the 
live virtual event. On the channel, you’ll also find the I 
Read Canadian Day show that Marty produced. The 
livestream featured more than 20 Canadian children’s 
authors in interviews, book talks and trailers. Marty 
lives in Edmonton. 

PATTI EDGAR is delighted to announce the 
publication of her debut middle-grade novel Anna, 
Analyst (Yellow Dog/Great Plains) in May. The novel 
follows eleven-year-old Anna’s obsession with 
handwriting analysis after her best friend announces 
plans to spend the summer with a more fashionable 
classmate. Patti teaches teens and young adults at 
Mount Royal University and the Alexandra Writers 
Centre. She has an MFA in Creative Writing from the 
University of British Columbia. Patti lives in Calgary. 

JANET GURTLER is pleased 
to report the publication 
of her books A Swimmer’s 
Best Time, for developing 
competitive swimmers, 
and Who’s the Good Dog?, 
for kids who love their 
dogs (and for dog parents) 
(both Eman Books). The 
books were published in 
December 2020 and were 

illustrated by Stefanie St. Denis. Janet is the owner of 
Eman Books—Eman is “Name” spelled backwards). 
She lives in Okotoks, AB. 

ALISON LOHANS’ new edition of her young-adult 
novel Timefall (Amazon’s Kindle Direct Publishing) is 

now available in e-book and print formats. She is also 
working to resurrect an out-of-print chapter book 
under the new title Germy Johnson’s Stolen Skateboard. 
Again, graphic artist Sandra Norman from Regina is 
creating the cover and interior art. Also coming in 
2021 is Alison’s new picture book The 1-Dogpower 
Garden Team (Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing), 
illustrated by Alison’s cousin Gretchen Ehrsam. 
Alison’s flash fiction story “Channeling Bach” recently 
appeared in Transition magazine. She participated in 
an online course for Amazon ads and has been 
keeping busy critiquing “First 1000 Words” 
manuscripts for CANSCAIP-Saskatchewan’s 
fundraiser, as well as for the Saskatchewan Writers’ 
Guild. As a lead-up to I Read Canadian Day, Alison 
posted photos of numerous books by Facebook 
friends. She lives in Regina. 

SHIRLEE SMITH 
MATHESON was recently 
informed that her short 
story “Memories from 
Muskwa Creek” won the 
Rainbow Prize (for senior 
entrants) in the Bedford 
Writing Competition in 
England. An email from 
Philip Carey, 
administrator, stated the 
prize comes with money (500 pounds!), an actor 
narrating the story on YouTube and an anthology to 
be published in both electronic and paperback 
formats. A virtual presentation video by the author 
outlining the development history of the story was 
sent on OneDrive to augment the reading. Shirlee 
thanks the Alexandra Writers Centre Society (AWCS) 
for advertising the Bedford Writing Competition in 
the society’s newsletter. She also has a short story 
titled Chanting Faint Hymns accepted for the 
forthcoming AWCS Fortieth Anniversary Anthology. 
Sherlee lives in Calgary.  
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KAREN SPAFFORD-FITZ is 
delighted to announce the 
release of Pickpocket (Orca). 
This new title for teen 
readers features 17-year-
old Jean-Luc, who has 
been on a downward spiral 
since his sister died. After 
he hosts a disastrous 
house party, his parents 
send him away for the 

summer to live with his uncle on the coast of France 
in Old Nice. Jean-Luc soon meets a pretty girl named 
Selina and decides this summer might not be so bad 
after all—until he realizes she stole his wallet. 
According to Kirkus, Pickpocket is “an accessible, 
engaging tale of redemption” and “the vivid setting of 
Old Nice is its own character.” Karen dreams of one 
day returning to France. She lives in Edmonton. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA, YUKON,  
NUNAVUT, NWT 

Welcome to new Friends: Jeff Bloom, Merritt, BC; 
CherryDawn Bolognese, Halfmoon Bay, BC; Lexi 
Forbes, Queen Charlotte, BC; Zahida Machan, 
Victoria; Sylvia Olson, Kamloops, BC. 

MICHELLE BARKER is excited to participate in this 
year’s Canadian Children’s Book Centre’s Book Week. 
For I Read Canadian Day, she spoke to students at 
Yennadon Elementary School in Maple Ridge, British 
Columbia, about what it’s like to be a writer. She also 
read from her newest novel, My Long List of Impossible 
Things (Annick), which was recently named a Top Ten 
title by the Ontario Library Association’s Best Bets 
Committee. Michelle lives in Vancouver. 

NORMA CHARLES is delighted that the audiobook of 
her middle-grade novel Tree Musketeers (Ronsdale 
Press) became available March 15. The audiobook was 
produced by ECW Press. Also, Norma celebrated I 

Read Canadian Day by reading her picture book See 
You Later, Alligator (Scholastic) via Zoom, to a grade 
two class in Chilliwack, British Columbia. Norma 
lives in Vancouver. 

LESLIE A. DAVIDSON is 
thrilled about the April 
release of her second 
picture book, The Sun Is a 
Shine. Beautifully 
illustrated by Slavka 
Kolesar, this is a gentle 
and poetic board book 
about weather and sky 
phenomena from around 
the world. Young readers 
will enjoy meeting other children from across the 
globe as they thank Mother Earth, in their own 
language, for the gifts of sun, wind, rain, snow, 
lightning, thunder, mist and moon. Magical 
illustrations enhance evocative text in a delightful 
blend of cultural diversity, geography, science, poetry 
and gratitude. Leslie’s first picture book, In the Red 
Canoe (both Orca), illustrated by the amazing Laura 
Bifano, is also available in hardcover, paperback and 
French translation. You can see short videos of 
Leslie’s book launch at her website and on Instagram 
at #OrcaBooks. Leslie lives in Revelstoke, BC. 

CLAIRE EAMER’s newest kids’ science book, Extremely 
Gross Animals: Stinky, Slimy and Strange Animal 
Adaptations (Kids Can), is due out on June 1. You may 
never look at puke and snot in quite the same way 
again! Claire lives on Gabriola Island, BC. 

GINALINA is pleased to announce that The Mighty 
River (Peppermint Toast Publishing), illustrated by 
Kelley Wills, is making a splash into the print-
disabled communities across Canada. With the 
partnership of the National Network of Equitable 
Library Service (NNELS) Braille for New Publications 
Project and Under-Represented Voices Project, this 
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community-celebrating 
and river-biome-exploring 
book will be made 
available in electronic 
braille and audiobook 
formats through the 
NNELS repository for 
Canadian readers with 
print disabilities. The 
embossed print-braille 
book will be hosted in 

public libraries across Alberta, British Columbia, 
Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Saskatchewan and 
the Yukon and will be available through inter-library 
loan to all Canadians. These projects were made 
possible with support from the Government of 
Canada’s Social Development Partnership Program—
Disability Component. The Mighty River was named as 
a Kirkus Reviews Top 100 Indie Book of 2020. Ginalina 
is a Juno-nominated musician and new author. She 
lives in Vancouver.  

NEIL HOOSON is happy 
about the publication of 
Glam Prix Racers 
(Macmillan’s Imprint and 
Feiwel and Friends), 
written by Deanna Kent. 
Ready. Set. Sparkle! Mario 
Kart meets My Little Pony 
in this new full-colour 
graphic novel series full of 
speed, glitter and 

teamwork. It’s race season on Glittergear Island. Mio 
the mermaid, her monster truck Mudwick and their 
team want to win the magical Glam Prix Cup. But the 
Vroombot Crew of robots plan to cheat in the race. 
Can the Racers sparkle across the finish line first? 
This adventure follows the magical vehicles and team 
of fantasy creatures who use speed, smarts and 
friendship to race their way to the top! Neil provides 
the illustrations for this first instalment in the “Glam 

Prix Racers” series. It launches May 4. Neil lives in 
Kelowna, BC. 

GLEN HUSER reports his 
historical novel Firebird 
(Ronsdale) is gaining a 
following with young-
adult readers as well as 
with adults and has also 
been featured in book 
clubs. In BC Book World, 
Sage Birchwater said, “The 
author’s background as an 
educator and his intimate 
understanding of the psychology of youth and life in 
small towns on the Canadian prairies combine to give 
authenticity to the story. Huser portrays the triumph 
of human decency through the eyes of children 
unfettered by prejudice. He conveys the narrowness 
of powerful individuals consumed by the smallness of 
their own self-importance and how these 
shortcomings diminish those around them.” Ruth 
Latta with CM said, “From this troubling period of 
Canadian history, Huser… has created a novel about 
brotherly love and the kindness of strangers… Careful 
foreshadowing and a well-planned story structure 
make the lucky breaks… in Firebird seem not only 
believable but well-deserved.” Glen lives in 
Vancouver. 

GEORGE M. JOHNSON is pleased to share that two of 
his picture books have recently been published. In 
How Hope Became an Activist (Dixi Books), Hope 
discovers how to make positive change on issues that 
matter from fairly traded clothes to refugee aid — 
and to have fun at the same time! Fairtrade Canada 
and UK are promoting it. This is the first of a series 
on how kids can get involved in activism and also 
develop empathy and community. Marisa and the 
Mountains (Simply Read Books) shows Marisa at odds 
with her mountainous environment at first, but when 
she visits her cousin Rosie in Saskatchewan, who has 
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never seen a mountain or mountain wildlife, Marisa 
realizes how unique her home is. Now that she has a 
friend to share her experience, she looks forward to 
showing Rosie her mountains. George lives in 
Kamloops, BC. 

MARGRIET RUURS coordinated events for I Read 
Canadian Day on Salt Spring Island. The island now 
is home to CANSCAIP members and other published 
children’s authors, including Aidan Cassie, BECKY 
CITRA, Mike Deas, Sarah Grindler and Kim 
Woolcock. The Salt Spring Public Library hosted a 
major display featuring local books for children, with 
handouts from the I Read Canadian website. Salt 
Spring Books dedicated a shop window to local and 
Canadian books to celebrate the event. Margriet lives 
on Salt Spring Island, BC. 

I Read Canadian display in Salt Spring Pubic Library, with (left 
to right) author/illustrator Aidan Cassie, MARGRIET RUURS, 
and authors Lavonne Leong and Kim Woolcock. 

INTERNATIONAL 

LAWRENCE SCHIMEL’s picture book written in 
Spanish ¡Qué suerte tengo! (Rey Naranjo), illustrated by 
Juan Camilo Mayorga, was chosen for IBBY 
Outstanding Books for Young People with 
Disabilities 2021! Translation rights were just sold for 
the African languages Macua, Sena and Changana. 
Lawrence’s English translation of Some Days (Amazon 
Crossing Kids) by María Wernicke was chosen as a 
USBBY 2021 Outstanding International Title. His 
English translation of The Day Saida Arrived (Blue Dot 
Kids), by Susana Gómez Redondo and illustrated by 
Sonja Wimmer, was a finalist for the Jane Addams 
Children’s Book Award. Kirkus gave a starred review 
to Lawrence’s English translation of Niños: Poems for 
the Lost Children of Chile (Eerdmans), by María José 
Ferrada and illustrated by María Elena Valdez. 
Lawrence’s translation into Spanish of Lucy Tries 
Soccer (Orca) by Lucy Bowes and illustrated by James 
Hearne, is coming in October. Lawrence lives in 
Madrid, Spain. 

Members can be contacted via the form on the CANSCAIP 
site Membership page.  

e 
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Being Heard:  
A Look at the History  
of “Own Voices”  
in Canadian Children’s 
Books  
by Jeffery Canton 

This is an essay about a relatively new term, “Own 
Voices” literature. But while the term is new, the 
kinds of books that it refers to have, in fact, been a 
part of the fabric of Canadian children’s literature 
since the development of an independent Canadian 
children’s publishing industry in the mid-60s. By 
“Own Voices”, I am specifically referring to books by 
Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC) 
writers and illustrators. And while I am very aware of 
how much further we need to go in terms of ensuring 
that more BIPOC books are published in Canada in 
order that Canadian children’s books truly represent 
the diversity of this place we call home, at the same 
time I want to remind readers that these voices have 
been present since the late 1960s. Not nearly enough 
of them but let’s not forget those early efforts. 

My own interest in “Own Voices” literature goes 
back long before the current discussions, back to 
when I was Program Coordinator at the Canadian 
Children’s Book Centre in the mid 1990s and became 
aware of some of the early “Own Voices” treasures in 
the Book Centre’s collection. That encounter made 
me think about what was unique in Canadian 
publishing’s early efforts to create an “Own Voices” 
literature and made me aware of how important 
those voices were and continue to be. And I realize 
now how key it is to remember that history because, 
while we move forward, we need to hold on to that 
past as well. To recognize it and to celebrate it. 
Because while I know that there are hugely important 

stories not told so far in Canadian children’s books, I 
also don’t want to ignore or forget the stories that 
were told in the past about that very history in the 
books we have produced in this country.  

I also want to make it clear that I wasn’t ignorant 
of “Own Voices” literature before working at the 
CCBC . In my previous job as Program Coordinator 
for Toronto Public Library, I set up author visits for 
the system’s 33 branches. I’d had an excellent 
education in what was being produced in the 90s by 
houses like Annick, Second Story, Groundwood, 
Tundra and even Stoddart. I got to read books by Paul 
Yee, Shenaaz Nanji, Tololwa Mollel, Rachna Gilmore, 
Richardo Keens-Douglas, C.J. Taylor and Michael 
Kusagak. I arranged visits by Marlene NourbSe 
Philip, Drew Hayden Taylor and Afua Cooper. But I 
was under the impression that what publishers were 
doing in the early 90s was new—something that had 
never been done before! 

Perusing the shelves of the CCBC library at 35 
Spadina Road I found that I was under a total 
misapprehension about publishing in Canada!  
Why hadn’t I ever heard of a marvellous little 
chapbook series of folktales published by Kids Can 
Press including books by Toronto Public Library 
storytellers Frieda Ling and Rita Cox, one of our 
country’s most eminent Afro-Caribbean storytellers 
and the founder of the library Black Heritage 
Collection? I’d never seen the gorgeous enormous 
original edition of Ian Wallace’s first book, The 
Sandwich (Kids Can Press, 1975), or Carol Pasternak 
and Allan Sutterfeld’s Stone Soup (Canadian Women’s 
Education Press, 1974) which were both published as 
part of a drive to foster multiculturalism. And for me, 
most notably, Rosemary Allison’s wonderful social 
justice classic, The Travels of Ms. Beaver (Toronto 
Woman’s Press, 1973)—I absolutely adored this single 
working mother fighting for her rights to be both! 

I found on those shelves not only a copy of a book 
that was my own first encounter with “Own Voices” 
literature, Shizuye Takashima’s A Child in Prison Camp 
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(Tundra Books, 1971) but also books by the Ukrainian 
artist William Kurelek, his award-winning A Prairie 

Boy’s Winter (1973) 
and A Prairie Boy’s 
Summer (1975). And 
I discovered two 
more authors 
published by 
Tundra’s founder 
May Cutler in 
those long-ago 
days: John Lim, 
who authored two 
books about 

growing up in Singapore, At My Grandmother’s House 
(1977) and Merchants of the Mysterious East (1982), and 
Sing Lim’s West Coast Chinese Boy (1979). That was the 
first book that made me aware of the Head Tax 
imposed on Chinese immigrants to Canada—those 
same Chinese immigrants who gave their lives to 
build the railroad so celebrated by Pierre Berton’s 
books and television series in my teenage-hood. I 
remember absolutely nothing about the part those 
men played though I have clear memories about the 
storylines involving Sir John A. and Cornelius van 
Horne. 

My interest and passion for social justice 
literature for young people was fostered and 
deepened when I began to work for Sheila Koffman at 
her marvellous bookstore, Another Story, in 2003. 
Now here I was getting a real education in “Own 
Voices” literature and the work of incredible 
publishers I’d never even heard of like Pemmican and 
Theytus who since 1980 had been fostering the 
creation of an Indigenous children’s literature 
written and illustrated by Indigenous creators and 
published by an Indigenous Press. I became much 
more aware of how important The Women’s Press and 
Second Story were in publishing not just books by 
women writers but BIPOC voices and the voices of 
the differently-abled. And I began to see just how key 

it was that children saw themselves represented in 
the books they read.  

That wasn’t something that was a part of my own 
childhood—I didn’t appear in any of the books I read. 
Ever. There were no books about Jewish kids that 
were set in contemporary Toronto; as I grappled with 
coming out in my teen years, there were no Canadian 
books in which I could see myself as a gay teen. We 
have to remember that the kinds of books we now 
take for granted, for example books about the 
Holocaust, didn’t exist at this time with the exception 
of Anne Frank. There was no LGBTQ2S literature. The 
only Canadian writer whose books introduced me to 
diversity was Jean Little. Canadian children’s 
literature for me meant stories about nature and the 
outdoors and adventure.  

It wasn’t until 2003 at Another Story, that I 
found myself working with a rich and diverse 
collection. But store-owner Sheila Koffman was never 
satisfied—there 
were never enough 
BIPOC books. At 
the time 
publishers were 
producing 
fantastic picture 
books but there 
were very few 
novels other than 
Harriet’s Daughter 
by Marlene 
NourbSe Philip 
(The Women’s 
Press, 1988), My 
Name is Seepeetza by 
Shirley Sterling 
(Groundwood, 1992),  and Nazneen Sadiq’s Heartbreak 
High (Lorimer, 1988) and Ice Bangles (Lorimer, 1988) 
introducing readers to Muslim characters. There was 
also the older works of Paul Yee such as Teach Me to 
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Fly, Skyfighter (Lorimer, 1983) and The Curses of Third 
Uncle (Lorimer, 1986). But there wasn’t much else. 

And then came Deborah Ellis. For Sheila, Deb’s 
important books were the “Own Voices” books she 
produced, books where she acted as a conduit for the 
voices of Palestinian kids, Indigenous kids, kids from 
Iraq and from Afghanistan. Of course, Deb was a 

mediator, acting 
as a bridge for the 
voices of these 
young people and 
contemporary 
kids. Groundwood 
published her 
book, Three Wishes: 
Palestinian and 
Israeli Children 
Speak in 2004 and 
Sheila began to 
feel that change 
was truly coming 
to Canadian 
children’s 
literature. And 

since her death in 2017, the picture has been 
changing significantly, especially in terms of the 
presence of BIPOC voices. I know what the statistics 
look like; I know that we are nowhere near what is 
necessary in terms of true representation but I want 
to remind readers of the possibilities that the past 
has to offer as well as what we need to work 
vociferously for now and in the future.  

Now I want to go back to the past—I want to go 
back to those very early days in Canadian publishing 
because so many of the extraordinary books that 
were published here and that gave voice to BIPOC 
authors are now out of print and have disappeared 
from our memory. I want us to remember that in 
terms of Indigenous literature, we have always 
surpassed what that giant to the south has done and 
since the 1960s we have produced an amazing 

literature both through those specifically Indigenous 
presses but more widely as well. In the 1960s, artists 
like Bill Reid and 
Norval Morriseau 
illustrated books for 
children. Storyteller 
George Clutesi’s 
book Son of Raven, 
Son of Deer (Gray’s 
Publishing, 1967) 
was a Centennial 
project that saw 
60,000 copies used 
in BC schools. And 
in 1968, the book 
that I want to 
consider the first 
BIPOC authored 
book that was specifically created for children was 
published by University of Toronto Press. Children at 
the Kettle Point School on Kettle Point Reserve wrote 
and illustrated Alphabet Book with the help of teacher 
Anne Wyse and designer Allan Fleming. It was not 
until 1977—nearly ten years later—that McClelland 
and Stewart published Métis writer Marie Campbell’s 
Little Badger and the Fire Spirit. But given how few 
Canadian children’s books were published in the 
1960s and 1970s, this was momentous. 

Everything changed with the founding of Tundra 
Books in 1967, followed over the next ten years by 
Kids Can, Owl, Annick,  Groundwood. In 1980 both 
Theytus and Pemmican appeared allowing 
indigenous voices to be heard. Then presses like The 
Women’s Press, Second Story and Sister Vision made 
sure that women’s voices were heard loud and clear. 
By the early 80s, we were seeing a jump forward in 
the growing number of “Our Voices” writers and 
artists. Looking at early issues of Our Choice produced 
by the CCBC, we can chart the changes. But what is 
distressing to me is that these books are no longer in 
print, they’ve disappeared from memory. I feel it’s 
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absolutely essential that these books are not erased. 
That this history is not erased.  

For me, personally, A Child in Prison Camp, by 
Japanese-Canadian artist Shizuye Takashima, was 
the first stepping stone to developing my social 
justice consciousness. It was the first book for 

children on the 
internment of 
Japanese 
Canadians during 
World War II. 
What moved me 
so much was the 
voice of that book 
combined with 
Takashima’s 
watercolour 
illustrations. It 
was a book that 
my mother read 
and re-read and 

that she shared with me, along with books by 
Kurelek. As Gail Edwards and Judith Saltman write in 
their groundbreaking history of illustrated children’s 
books, Picturing Canada (University of Toronto Press, 
2010) what so resonates with the child reader is what 
they capture about Takashima’s experience: “the lived 
experience of internment, fear, and disorientation is 
transformed into a subtle meditation on family 
loyalty and community strength, loss and dislocation, 
and the restorative power of nature.” There wouldn’t 
be another book like it in Canada for twenty years 

But what amazed me about that early issue of Our 
Choice was what else I found. We have to remember 
that at the time when the CCBC produced the first 
few years of Our Choice, Canadian publishers were 
producing no more than in total 35-50 books a year. 
So in the very first Our Choice, we have Stories from 
Pangnirtung (Hurtig, 1976) which is a book of 
memories, transcribed from tapes, as the annotation 
in Our Choice notes, with illustrations by Inuit artist 

Germaine Arnaktauyok as well as Marie Campbell’s 
history of the Plains people, People of the Buffalo (1976) 
published by J.J. 
Douglas ( later 
Douglas & 
MacIntrye). As 
well as 
Takashima’s book, 
Tundra also 
published Québec, 
je t’aime/I love you 
by Miyuki Tanobe 
(1976) about life as 
a new immigrant. 
And there’s also a 
collection of 
Copper Inuit stories, Tales from the Igloo (Hurtig, 1972) 
edited and translated by Maurice Metayer with 
illustrations by Inuit artist Agnes Nanogak. I’ve not 
included three titles by Kurelek which are also here or 
three books of Inuit legends by writer James Houston 
who worked closely with Bill Reid and the Inuit Art 
Community. Houston played a key role in the 
recognition of Inuit art in Canada and around the 
world.  

The 1978 Our Choice included all the titles from the 
previous year and added to that list John Lim’s At 
Grandmother’s House and Marie Campbell’s Little 
Badger and the Fire Spirit, which I have already 
mentioned. Inuit writer Peter Pitseolak recounted 
the dangers of a life on the ice in Peter Pitseolak’s 
Escape from Death (McClelland and Stewart, 1977) as 
had Makoosie in the earlier Harpoon of the Hunter 
(McGill-Queen’s, 1970). 1979 saw Marie Campbell’s 
Riel’s People: How the Métis Lived (Douglas & McIntrye, 
1978). I’m not suggesting that this compilation was 
truly representative of the diversity that made up 
Canada but it was a first step and better things were 
coming.  
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When I think of my experiences at Toronto Public 
Library and Another Story, I think of Afua Cooper’s 
celebration of the College streetcar in her The Red 
Caterpillar on College Street (SisterVision, 1989), I think 
of Asha’s Mums by Michele Paulse and Rosamund 
Elwin (Women’s Press, 1990) which was among the 
first LGBTQ2S children’s books published in Canada. 

And might I add 
the first Black and 
LGBTQ2S picture 
book in Canada. I 
loved Rachna 
Gilmore’s series of 
Gita books 
published by 
Second Story 
Press in the 90s 
and Paul Yee’s 

stunning recreation 
of the lives of the Chinese Canadians on whose backs 
this country was built in Tales from Gold Mountain 
(Groundwood, 1989).  

I think about nonfiction by writers like David 
Suzuki who wrote about science and the 
environment and Rosemary Sadler who wrote the 

first history of 
Black Canadians 
in 2003, a book 
which is still very 
much in print. I 
think about those 
early Pemmican 
titles by 
Indigenous 
writers like 
Bernelda Wheeler 
and what 
publishers like 
Highwater Press 

and Inhabit Media are producing and how we have 
Indigenous writers like David Alexander Robert who 
has just won the Freedom to Read Week Award and 

the multi-award winning author and illustrator Julie 
Flett and adult writer Thomas King who has 
delighted younger readers with his audacious Coyote 
stories and is publishing his first graphic novel for 
young readers this fall.  

Things are changing and we are a part of that 
change. In my column in The Globe and Mail, it is part 
of my personal mandate to give voice to the diversity 
that Canadian children’s books present to young 
readers today. But I never forget the books on which 
this is built. And neither should you.  

JEFFERY CANTON has been involved with Canadian 
children’s books since he started reviewing for the 
Canadian Children’s Book Centre (CCBC) in 1990. He 
was Program Coordinator for the Toronto Public Library 
and the CCBC as well as National Executive Director of 
the Word on the Street Book and Magazine Fair. He 
taught at York University in the Children’s Studies 
program and was a bookseller at Book City in Toronto. 
He’s currently the Children’s Book columnist for The 
Globe and Mail. 
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Business  
   Briefs 
MENTORSHIP 
Annick Press is seeking applications for their new 
mentorship program for writers who have been 
historically excluded from children’s publishing. 
Successful applicants will receive a $1,000 bursary 
and will work closely with one of Annick’s in-house 
editors to develop their children’s book manuscript 
over the course of three months. There will be three 
opportunities to apply for this mentorship in 2021, 
with the first application deadline set for February 8, 
2021. We will announce the first group of mentees on 
March 8. For more details and info on how to apply, 
please download the form. Check out Annick’s social 
media promotion for the program here: Twitter | 
Instagram | Facebook. 

MARKETS 
Eman Books is searching for authors to write 
SOCCER GOALS and DANCING FEATS for 
publication in 2021. These are customizable children’s 
book Visit Eman Books at www.emanbooks.com. 
Eman Books is owned by member Janet Gurtler. 

James Lorimer & Company is seeking manuscripts 
for its children’s and teens’ imprint. We are looking 
for fiction, non-fiction and graphic novel 
manuscripts by Canadian creators. The goal of our 
publishing program is to provide engaging, 
accessible books for young people that address social-
justice and human-rights issues as they uniquely 
affect Canadian society or individual Canadians. We 
aim to reflect a diverse range of cultural, regional and 
socio-economic experiences and issues in the books 
we publish. Submissions can be emailed to 
submissions@lorimer.ca and should include a cover 
letter, a short biography outlining your past writing 

experience and qualifications, a plot summary or 
outline, a chapter-by-chapter outline and 3-4 sample 
chapters or a complete manuscript. 

Second Story Press is looking for contemporary 
writing for a young reader audience that reflects the 
experience of Indigenous (First Nations, Métis, and 
Inuit) peoples written by an Indigenous writer. All 
entrants must be citizens or permanent residents of 
Canada. Indigenous writers aged 18 and older are 
invited to submit their original, previously 
unpublished manuscripts for young people to Second 
Story Press. The press is looking for manuscripts 
written for young children, middle grade, and teen 
audiences—both fiction and non-fiction. The contest 
is open from now until April 16, 2021. The winner of 
the contest will be announced on June 24, 2021. They 
will be offered a publishing contract from Second 
Story Press. Applicants can submit their manuscripts 
by mail, email or Google form.For full contest details, 
please visit our website: www.secondstorypress.ca/
indigenous-contest. 

MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION  
Make Your Story Shine! Frieda Wishinsky, acclaimed 
children’s book writer, editor, teacher and speaker, 
offers editorial services for picture books, chapter 
books or non fiction proposals. Contact Frieda at:  
416 222 2694,  frieda.wishinsky@gmail.com.  
Website: friedawishinsky.com. 

MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION  
Popular freelance editor Bev Katz Rosenbaum is a 
former in-house fiction and magazine editor, college-
level writing instructor and multi-published author. 
She offers detailed, low-cost, quick-turnaround 
developmental edits (critiques) on all types of fiction. 
Details at http://bevkatzrosenbaum.com/. Or you can 
email Bev at bevrosenbaum@yahoo.ca.   
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MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION and COACHING 
Written a first draft and want some feedback on it? 
Need a line-by-line edit? Completed an outline, a first 
chapter and a last chapter, but don’t know where to 
go from there? Playing with a half-written 
manuscript that you’re not sure merits your 
continued efforts? If your manuscript is aimed at a 
child or teen audience and you’re looking for some 
honest and practical feedback, Susan Hughes can 
help. Contact her at susanhughes@sympatico.ca or 
refer to her website for more information: 
www.susanhughes.ca. 

DIGITAL VIDEO SERVICES 
Have an idea you’d like to turn into video? Or just 
want a sample of your presentation for your website 
or your next Writer-in-Residence application? 
Epilogue Productions will work with you to make it 
both memorable and affordable. They can shoot 
footage, edit and insert previous content whether 
stills or video, and help you post to social media. For 
more information and to see sample videos, visit 
Epilogueproductions.com or email Craig McNicoll at 
craig@epilogueproductions.com. 

TED STAUNTON leads Writing Children’s Fiction 
courses I and II, Tuesday and Thursday evenings. 
Classes are held at Mabel’s Fables bookstore in central 
Toronto. Writing I surveys all genres of kidlit. 
Writing II is a workshop for experienced writers. 
Click the links below for the George Brown College 
Continuing Education website: Writing Children's 
Fiction I or Writing Children's Fiction II. Ted also 
offers individual manuscript mentoring for writers 
who want to work one-on-one. He provides detailed 
comments, suggestions, and followup discussion. 
For more info go to: www.tedstauntonbooks.com.  

BOOK TRAILERS: Bring your stories to life for your 
prospective readers through a book trailer. 
Videographer Tim Clark will create a professional, 1 

to 3 minute trailer for a story in any genre. Watch his 
trailer for The Choice by Kathy Clark which was 
named video of the week on the Open Book website. 
Contact Tim at tim@studiomograph.com 

MARKETING 
Editor’s Note: In the 2018 summer issue Beth Pollock 
offered a DIY Guide to marketing. As a reminder, here are 
the websites she recommended. 

1. Query Tracker: Scroll to the bottom of the home 
page for a list of the newest agents in the database 
(who are usually hoping to build their portfolios). 
You’ll also find a list of the newest agent updates, 
showing which agents have just opened/closed to 
queries or moved to a new agency.  

2. The Writer’s Digest Guide to Literary Agents  

3. Literary Rambles is a wonderful resource for 
children’s writers.  

4. Manuscript Wish List: Search by genre and see if 
anyone wants to read a manuscript just like yours. 
Alternatively, choose a few agents you’d love to be 
repped by, and follow them on Twitter.  

5. For information on publishers, check at Query 
Tracker (see above). See also: The Association of 
Canadian Publishers (ACP) website for a list of 
Canadian publishers. Search by “Children’s Books” or 
“Teen and YA” to find all the Canadian publishers 
looking for those genres. Similarly, UK Children’s 
Books names British publishers of children’s books.  

VISITING CREATORS: Librarians and teachers 
interested in having author, illustrator and performer 
visits can check members’ pages on the CANSCAIP 
website at www.canscaip.org. 
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